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BTTRODUCTIOH .

© -ray spectrometers are, as their name implies,

designed primarily for the examination of the distribution

with energy of the p-particles emitted by radioactive bodies.
While the spectra of the oc- or Y- radiations from such

bodies consist of discrete monoenergetic "lines" - analagous

to the optical line spectra obtained from excited atoms - a

p - spectrura is of a continuous nature, consisting of par¬
ticles with all energies from presumably zero up to a definite

maximum (the end-point energy) which represents the total

energy of disintegration of the emitting nucleus. However in

addition to this continuous distribution, examination of a

j3 -spectrum generally indicates the presence of homogeneous

groups of particles, stiperimposed on the continuous spectrum

and in some cases with energies higher than the end-point

energy. These "lines" are not true p -particles, but are
extra-nuclear electrons ejected bythe process of internal

conversion of nuolear Y-^ays, and their examination is of
«

is

equal importance in p -spectroscopy as/the study of continuous
spectra. In addition to the examination of continuous |3 —

spectra and of internal conversion electrons, p -spectrometers
may be used to study the secondary electrons produced externally

by the interaction of Y""rawrs matter.

However, regardless of the particular use of a

p -ray spectrometer in any one experiment, the basic require¬
ments of such an instrument remain the same. It should be—
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capable of differentiating with high precision between

particles of slightly differing energies, and the defining

system must transmit a sufficient intensity to permit easy

and ac urate detection. These two requirements are to a

certain extent conflicting. As in the case of optical

spectrometers, good resolution is generally obtainable only

at the expense of intensity, and the design of many present-

day ^-spectrometers is governed largely by the necessity for
obtaining the best possible compromise between resolving

power and collecting power ('luminosity'). Of course, the

actual values of these two quantities which are aimed at

will depend very much on the type of problem which it is

desired to study with the instrument. For instance, the

detailed examination of internal conversion electrons re—
I

quires the highest possible resolving power, and if sources

can be obtained with very high specific activity, then the

problem of maintaining high collecting power becomes re¬

latively unimportant from the point of view of obtaining a

sufficiently high intensity at the detector. On the other

hand, in the examination of a continuous ^-ray spectrum
very thin sources must be used in order to minimis© the

distortions produced by self-absorption and back-scattering,

and the total activity of &\xoh sources is in consequence low.

Hig-h resolution is not 30 necessary in this case as it is

for internal conversion line measurements, and since it is
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order to obtain the highest statistical accuracy for a given

counting period, then high collecting power is the more

important factor.

The two cases mentioned above are extreme ones - the

one requiring good resolution without high transmission and

the other requiring rather the opposite. There are never¬

theless many problems which require, simultaneously, as high

a value as possible for both these faotors, and it is for the

study of these that new methods of focusing and detection

have been developed to improve the collecting power/resolving

power ratio. Table I give3 typical figures for the resolu¬

tion and collecting power of p-ray spectrometers of various
types, obtained from a review article by Cavanagh(^). All

the instruments mentioned are magnetic p-ray spectrometers.
Although electrostatic instruments are to be found^^ they

are not so common as those whioh employ magnetic focusing and

usually their resolution is very much inferior.

IJype of Spectrometer Resolution

$
Collecting
Power {'■')

Semicircular 1 0.1

Solenoid 1.25 5

Magnetic Lens 2.5 0.4

Double Focusing 0.3 0.3

TAELS I

In Table I the resolution figures (expressed as percentages)

are quoted as the fractional width, in momentum, at half
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peak height of an internal conversion electron line and the

collecting powers are given as percentages of 4tc o Although

several of the instruments are capable of adjustment to give

different values of resolution and collecting power, only one

pair of figures is quoted for each, the values being chosen

as fairly representative ones for the type of spectrometer in

question. A fuller discussion of the problem of collecting

power vs. resolving power has been given by Persico and

Geoffrxo•

Although modern magnetic p-ray spectrometers are
of many types it is possible to classify them all in one or

other of two main groups. We shall refer to the two groups

as Fixed Field Spectrometers and Fixed Geometry Spectrometers.

In instruments of the fixed field type the magnitude

and shape of the magnetic field are held constant and the

position of the detector aperture is altered in order to

collect particles of different energies. In such instruments

the field is generally of such a form that a polyenergetic

sheaf of electrons from the source is split up into its

several components, particles of different energy (or, more

correctly, momentum) being brought to foci at different

points in the image space. The most familiar instrument of

the fixed field type is the well known semicircular focusing

^ -spectrometer, first used by Danyss in 1911 and developed
subsequently by many research groups. In this instrument,

the particles emitted in a small solid angle from a narrow

source are bent in a uniform magnetic field so that, after
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traversing senioircular paths, particles of equal momentum

are brought to a focus. The position of the image depends

on the radius of the path of its constituent particles and

thus on the particle momentum, so that if the emitted sheaf

consists of partioles of different momenta, they are separated

and focused at different points in the image plane. With a

fixed field spectrometer absolute measurement of the momenta

of p^particles is possible, since the momentum of the par¬
ticles which enter the detector is generally dependent solely

on the physical dimensions of the instrument and on the field

strength, which may be determined at leisure and with high

precision.

Fixed geometry spectrometers are those which employ

a fixed system of defining baffles, and fixed positions for

source and detector. The magnetic field is shaped, either

by using ferromagnetic materials for pole pieces, magnet cores

etc. or by design of the energising windings, so as to direct

a narrow sheaf of monoenergetic particles from source to

detector. The actual momentum of the particles which will

traverse the path between the source position and the

detector aperture is a function of the strength of the field,

and in order to focus particles of different momenta it is

necessary to alter the magnitude of the field without changing

its shape. Such instruments are not in general suitable for

the absolute determination of momentum because the focusing

field"is not of a uniform nature, but eince the momentum of

partioles which enter the detector is dependent only on the
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field strength, it is sufficient to calibrate the field by

examining internal conversion electron lines of known

momentum. The sealcircular type of foousing may be employed

in a fixed geometry spectrometer and absolute momentum

measurement is in this case possible. It is also possible

with certain other types of focusing^) usually such

measurements are best done using fixed field instruments.

Most modern magnetic p-ray spectrometers are of
the fixed geometry type and an important accessory for such an

instrument i3 a device for accurate measurement of the strength

of the field. Since the momentum of the particles focused is

dependent on the field alone, then continuous and preoise

measurement of the field strength is necessary. Hven if the

field distribution is very non-uniform then as long as the

field shape remains constant, proportionality between the

field strength at a fixed point and the momentum of the
it

focused particles should still exist, so that/is generally
sufficient to employ a method which will give a precise value

for the field strength at one point. There are several

methods available for such measurements. One of the original

and well-employed devices is the flip coil in conjunction v/ith

a fluxmeter or ballistic galvanometer. However the flux-

meter is not as sensitive an instrument as one would desire

for highly accurate work, and the ballistic galvanometer suf¬

fers from the disadvantage that a considerable tivae is re¬

quired for each measurement. —Other very ac utrate and.quick
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methods have therefore been developed for continuous field

measurement and these are many, the best known of the modem

ones probably being that which employs the phenomenon of

nuclear resonance.

An essential component of any |3-ray spectrometer
is the particle detector. In the first spectrometers,

photographic plates were used to register the arrival of

particles in the image space, but this method suffers from

several disadvantages. Photographic registration is a slow

method in moot cases, and the variable sensitivity of photo¬

graphic emulsions to particles of different energies makes

intensity measurements difficult. 'The use of the recently

developed nuclear emulsions, with their greater sensitivity,

has enabled exposure times to be reduced, but the resolution

obtainable with such plates is inferior because of the

broadening of narrow image lines by scattering of electrons

in the thick emulsion. The development of the Geiger-Muller

counter tube was responsible for an important advance in

^-spectroscopic technique - the detection and counting of
individual particles. With a counter in place of the photo¬

graphic plate intensity measurements are very much more re¬

liable and momentum determination is only slightly less

accurate, especially if the counter aperture is narrow enough

to limit the particles detected at any field strength or

detector setting to those in a very 3mall momentum range.

ffowever even the Geiger oounter has- its- disadvantages — the
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greatest ones being the presence of a window which absorbs

low energy partiolea and the natural counter "dead time'' v?hich

sets an upper limit on the counting rates which may be ob¬

tained without losses - and the recent developments in the

field of scintillation counting have provided the p —apectro-
soopist with in some ways an even better tool for the detec¬

tion of ^-particles. This is particularly true in problems
which deal with time-correlations. Coincidence measurements

have become highly important in the unravelling of energy

level schemes for radioactive product nuclei and the very

3harp nature of the light pulses produced in certain crystals

by ionising radiations enables very short resolving times to

be obtained in coincidence counting circuits (less than 10"J

sec.) The scintillation counter has not yet, however, com¬

pletely overcome one of the great difficulties with whioh the

p— spectroscopist has to contend - the problem of absorption
of low energy electrons by the counter window. Although a

scintillation counter is windowlaso, its efficiency falls

below IGOy for low energy particles and this gives rise to a

rather similar effect - an apparent deficit of low energy

electrons in a ^-spectrum. Advances in this direction have
been made, however, and Butt(5) has shown that it is possible

to maintain full counting efficiency down to energies of less

than 10 Kev.

The work described in the following chapters is

concerned with problems in spectroscopy whioh require
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high collecting power rather than good resolution, and is in

two parts. Part I deals with experimental work with a

fixed geometry p - ray spectrometer whose design is based on
the focusing property of an axially symmetric spheroidal

magnetic field and which possesses the advantage of very high

collecting power combined with moderately good resolution,

Geiger counter detection is used, Jin accurate method of

magnetic field measurement has been developed and. the spect¬

rometer has been used for the examination of the continuous

|3 — ray spectrum of Thallium^0^. A series of experiments
on the determination of Y- ray energies by the observation

of Compton electrons has led to suggestions for the improve¬

ment of the performance of the instrument when dealing with

problems of this type.

Part II is concerned with coincidence measurements

on the p- and radiations of Thorium (3+C+c") with a
double semicircular spectrometer of the fixed field type,

using scintillation counting. Although the collecting power

of a semicircular focusing spectrometer is usually small,

good resolution has been sacrificed in the measurements de¬

scribed in order that significant coincidence rates might be

obtained. Kavertheleas the resolving power of the instrum¬

ent is still high enough for the easy separation of internal

conversion lines, even although the solid angle of collection

is very much greater than is generally used with such in-

struments. The results of the measurementa have been used
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to aid the construction of a revised level scheme for the

Thorium D nucleus.

All the experimental work described is then of a

type which requires high collecting pov/ar with only moderate

resolution, and the results obtained show that high resolution

while being very necessary for certain problems and a great

advantage in many others, is far from being the only require¬

ment in modern 0 — ray spectroscopy.
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CHATT3B 1.

The Spheroidal Field p-Ray Spectrometer.

§ 1. Introduction.
The present spectrometer was designed as a result of a

theoretical treatment of the focusing properties of an axially

symmetric magnetic field by H.O.W. Richardson^0', who showed

that the performance of a magnetic lens spectrometer might be

improved by using larger angles of emission in a type of field

which bears some similarity to a oylindrioal mirror. Richard¬

son chose for detailed study a field whose equipotentials are

hyperboloids of revolution, so that the lines of force lie on

a family of confocal ellipsoids, and showed that contours of

equal vector potential possess a true mirror analogy, an

axial image of an axial object being produced in a symmetrical

position about the aid-i>lane of the field. Computation of

electron trajectories revealed that a monoenergetic sheaf of

particles from a source position on the axis would cross over

to produce two ring-shaped focal lines, one near the mid-jjlane

and another of smaller radius near the axis on the far side

of the mid-plane from the source, the aberrations of this

second ring focus being very much less than those of the first.

On the basi3 of these results, a p-ray spectrometer
using such a field shape was designed and subsequently built.

Retails of its construction and preliminary performance have

been- publ4she^-7»3) so it is only necessary to summarise here

some of its more important properties. The spectrometer has



been shown to confirm the predictions of the theory in that it

is capable of very high collecting power, without undue sac¬

rifice of x'esolution, and that high resolution is possible by

careful and critical adjustment. However, since all the

work described here has been on problems which require the

highest possible collecting power, the slit widths and baffle

positions have been maintained constant throughout at the

settings whioh best comply with this requirement.

§ 2. Theory of the Spectrometer.

It is proposed only to summarise the results of the

theoretical discussion which led to the design of the spectro¬

meter, and of a further treatment carried out after the in¬

strument had been built. This further discussion considered

the focusing as a special case of the more general "second

image" type and led to an expression, relating resolving

power and solid angle of collection, of a similar form to

that derived by Frankel for meridional focusing in the

solenoid spectrometer.

The paths of rays which emerge from a point on the

axis of an axially symmetric magnetic field may be described

in terras of their motion in a meridional (y,a) plane and the

rotation of this plane about the axis. By numerical in¬

tegration of the relativistic equations of motion, Richard-

socomputed the trajectories of particles emitted from

points on the axis of symmetry of a prolate spheroidal field,

family of rays crossing the mid-plane at a radius near 0.9a,
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where 2a is the distance between the common foci of the family

of ellipsoids. For a family originating at a point on the
to

axis at z=» -0.6a and inclined/this axis at angles between

74° and 84° the two meridional focal rings are positioned as

shown. In a ray spectrometer based on such a field

shape, two defining 3lita are then necessary? 3| 3^ to provide

the main momentum selection and 33S4 to take advantage of any

chromatic aberration in the formation of the second focal

line. B,Ba will exclude all rays of lower momentum than

that of the "centx-al" ray which just reaches the slit {a

"central" ray being one which falls normally on the mid-plane)

but additional baffles like 3$-and are required to stop

rays of higher momentum which also manage to pass through

B|Ba» The whole system is axially symmetrical and a large

solid angle of collection is obtainable. The resolution

depends partly on the selecting action of B| Bz and 3$B$ and

partly on the chromatic aberration in the formation of the

final image, but in order to obtain a large contribution from

this latter effect it is necessary that the width of the

image be very small. Such a narrow image is possible by

using a flat disc-shaped source with its plana normal to the

axis, even though the fact that such a source has an apprec¬

iable diameter rather limits the contribution to the resolut¬

ion from the annulus in the mid-plane. Richardson concluded

that the attainable resolution is similar to that of the

semicircular spectrometer, while the solid angle of collection



can be made as large as 8$ of 4^ »

T.H. Braid^^ has treated the focusing properties

of the spheroidal field as a special case of the more general

class of focusing action to which it belongs, referred to as

"second image" focusing, and of which the extreme example is

the two refracting surfaces of a thick lens, and has developed

a simplified theory to discuss the image formation and aber¬

rations. The results of this treatment have shown that the

resolution (considered as the fractional width, in momentum,

of the base of a line) depends on a power of the solid angle

of collection which is at least as high as the square, and

that the use of a wide angle sheaf enables a large gain in

collecting power to be obtained, provided that the increase

in aberx^ations due to the increased sheaf width is not big

enough to offset the advantage of using a large emission angle.

Braid also shows that the focusing system is contracurrent,

axial motion of the source resulting in an oppositely directed

axial motion of the image, but that such motion is also liable

to lead to rapid defocusing of the instrument.

§3. Description of the Spectrometer.

The spectrometer was designed on the basis of

Bichardson's calculations with a scale of a=10 cms. Its

construction is best described in stages.

§3.1 The Magnet.

The spheroidal field is produced in the space between

two suitably shapea soft iron pole pieces mounted on cores

which carry the water cooled magnet energising coils. The
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pciLe piece surfaces approximate to hyperboloias of revolution,
4

but their exact shape was determined by an electrolytic tank

method^0) In order to give a fair degree of axial symmetry

without employing curved side plates, the return path for the

magnetic field is via twelve iron plates 33" long, 12" wide

and -§•" thick which are bolted to the 4 ft. diameter dodecagonal

end plates so that the complete magnetic circuit gives the

spectrometer a barrel-like appearance from the outside

(Plate I). The two aide plates which are in a vertical plane

are hinged at one end in order to provide access to the in¬

terior of the casing.

A stable current supply for energising the spectro¬

meter magnet is provided by the circuit of Pig.2. A bank of

fifty 2 volt secondary cells is connected in opposition to the

P.C. mains and series resistances limit the mains current

which is drawn. The batteries provide a stable potential of

approximately 100 volts, but large currents may be obtained

without the risk of a drop in potential occurring because of

the greater capacity of the maim supply. Greatest stability

of magnet current is obtained by adjusting the charging

resistors C so that the batteries are subjected to a small

charging current, and the procedure for energising the magnet

with any required current is as follows. The magnet current

resistances R are reduced in value until the desired ener¬

gising current flows (thi3 current being indicated by the

ammeter A| and. measured accurately- by determining, with a
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vernier potentiometer, the potential difference across a

0.1 ohm standard resistance S) and the charging resistances

0 are then adjusted until the ammeter Ag indicates that a

small charging current (about 0.2 amp) is flowing through the

batteries. This adjustment of C generally necessitates a

slight readjustment of R, but once the stable conditions have

been established it is found that the energising current

remains constant at the required value for long periods. The

magnet windings may be connected in either series or parallel,

although they are generally left in the latter condition, and

the energising current may be passed in either direction in

order to focus positrons or negative electrons as desired.

The measurement of the strength of the magnetic field

is discussed in Chapter 2,

§3.2 The Vacuum Tank (fig.3)
This is a cylinder of non-magnetic brass 10" in

diameter and 6" long and rests between the pole pieces on

a brass cradle (Plate II). Access to its interior is obtained

by removal of a flat side plate through which passes the brass

slide on which sources are mounted (Plates III and IV). The

tank contains the essentials of the spectrometer.

(i) An annular slit Sj of variable width whose radius

is also variable over a small range in the region of 9 cm.

and whose purpose is to select electrons of the momentum range

required, Tbis is slit BjBz of fig.l. S| consists of

eighteen 20°Hectors and is equipped with a set of paddle-



Fig. 3- The vacuum chamber

(A) A vertical axial section, with the selecting slit .V,
-24 located in the mid-plane.

(B) A horizontal axial section, showing S| displaced
8 mm to the right.

(C) The supporting plate (18) and the cone (12).
(D) A "dissected" end-view of the expanding slit Si.

showing the "paddles" (20).
(E) The Geiger-Mtiller tube, enlarged.
In (.4) only one of the sectors of St is shown. In (/J) the

paddles are not drawn and S\ and S-\ are widened to give
a lower resolving power. The broken curves represent
the central rays of the focused sheaves, in the meridional
plane,



shaped vanes mounted at 30° to the plane of the annulus and so

arranged that ^9-particles of the required polarity, which
are spiralling at 30° to the plane, can pass through the slit

unimpeded, whereas any particles of the opposite polarity are

completely obstructed. The paddles, wbfch are visible in

Plate HI, are provided with lateral grooves in order to pre¬

vent scattered electrons passing through S,.

(ii) A cylindrical slit 33 of radius 1 cm, on the

opposite side of the mid-plane from the souroe, whose purpose

i3 to seleot the second ring-focus of the sheaf of particles.

This is slit 33.34. of fig.l.

(iii) Two ring baffles, together constituting slit 3^.

which delimit the edges of the focused sheaf of electrons and

prevent high-momentum particles which have passed through 3j

reaching the detector. These are 85- and B$ of fig.l.

(iv) The soux-ce holder, supported on a -4" thick brass

slide 2" wide and 12" long which is inserted into the vacuum

tank through a gate valve in the removable side plate (see
Plate IV). Centering and axial adjustment of the source

position can be done from outside the vacuum tank by screws

which enter through vacuum seals.

(v) A Geiger-Muller counter with cylindrical window which

detects the particles which pass through 83 . The counter

window is nylon of thickness 0.3 mg/cm2 and the filling mix¬

ture used is argon (85$)/alcohol (15$) to a pressure of 11 cm.

of mercury. Because of its small volume the counter is

connected to a reservoir of 100 c.c. capacity. This reduces
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the effect on the total filling pressure of slow leakage and

aids the raaintainance of stable characteristics,

(vi) The direct path between source and counter is ob¬

structed by a graphite-coated lead block, contoured so as not

to obstruct the focused sheaf, and the inner surface of the

tank wall is lined with aluminium to reduce scattering,

§3»3« Auxiliary Equipment.
The vacuum tank is pumped continuously by a two

stage oil diffusion pump which hangs below. Pressure measure¬

ment is done by means of Firani gauges, one of which is sited

on top of the tank and the other in the fore-pumping line of

the diffusion pump. Although measurement of the degree of

vacuum is not necessary, it being sufficient to be sure that

a pressure of less than ICT^ ram. of mercury is maintained in

the tank during measurements, these gauges are very useful for

leak detection when the need arises. Two-and three-way cooks

in the vacuum tank pumping line enable the vacuum chamber it¬

self, gate valve and counter filling line to be puraped out as

required.

The electronic equipment associated with the Geiger

counter is of standard type. 3.H.T. for the tube is supplied

from a Power Unit "fype 1007, pulse counting is performed by a

Scaling Unit Type 1009A, and the pulses may be examined with

a • onitor Unit Type 1000.

§ 4 Adjustment and Performance.
During all the work described in Fart I the spectro¬

meter was adjusted for high collecting power. Sj was dis-
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placed 1 cm. from the mid-plane towards the counter so as to

reduce the angle of emission - the position shown in Section
B of fig.3 - and the sit widths weres Sj = 1.7 mm.j

22, * 15 rara.5 33 m 1.15 ram. This adjustment gave figures
for resolution R (expressed as the fraeticnal momentum width

at half peak height of the F line of Thorium B -^C) and solid

angle of collection JOu (expressed as a percentage of 4^ )

which depend on source size as shown in Table II.

Source diameter (mm.) i/3 1 2 3

H {$) 2 2 3 4

4.2 4 3.3 3.2

TABLS II

It must he remembered that a decrease in the fraction

R indicates an improvement in resolution and that-fee values

of in Table II are intrinsic solid angle reduced by ob¬

structions. The solid angle for full azimuth in the best

case is This figure is not so high as the 8$ predicted

by Richardson^in his theoretical discussion of the prin¬

ciples of the fooaasing methodj "but this is explicable by the

fact that the theory applies to point sources on the axis.

Since i.t appears from Table II that increases ste-dily

with decreasing source size then the figure of for a l/3mm.
diameter soiree is a reasonable one.
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ghapt5H 2.

An Improved Method of Magnetic Field Ileasurement.

§ 1* Introduction.
All experimental work In p~ spectroscopy is concer¬

ned with determining a distribution of electrons with energy

or momentum and no matter what type of p- spectrometer is
used or what particular problem i3 being studied it is neces¬

sary to make simultaneous measurements of the momentum of the

particles which are incident on the detector and of their

rate of arrival.With a fixed geometry magnetic p-ray
spectrometer, of which the spheroidal field instrument is

one example, the variable quantity on which the momentum of

the focused particles depends is the strength of the magnetic

field, so that precise determination of momentum involves an

accurate measurement of the magnitude of that field. If the

strength of the magnetic field is strictly proportional to

the energising current flowing in the magnet windings, then it

is pexmiissible to measure the momentum of the particles in

term3 of this current, but in the case of the spheroidal field

spectrometer such proportionality does not hold. The mag¬

netic circuit consists mainly of ferromagnetic components

which, while being of very "soft" constitution (the magnet

frame is of 0.08$ carbon steel and the pole pieces of steel

containing less than 0.05^* carbon) have nevertheless an

appreciable remahehoe, so that the B-E plot Is a hysteresis _

cycle of small but definite width.
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T.H. Braid, in all his measurements on radioactive

sources, used magnet current as a measure of the momentum of

the focused particles, keeping the magnet on a standard

hysteresis cycle and using the same (ascending) branch of the

cycle for all readings. This ensured that all field values

were accurately reproducible with fixed values of magnet

current. However, although this branch of the cycle is

linear over the range of field values used there is not a

strict proportionality between current and magnetic field

strength, because the branch used does not pass through the

origin of co-ordinates. There is no recorded information

to indicate that any correction was made for this (small)

displacement.

It is clearly more advisable to employ, if possible,

some method of measuring the magnetic field directly in order

both to ensure that the required proportionality exists bet¬

ween the measured quantity and the momentum of the focused

particles and to enable direct decreases in field strength

to be made without it being necessary to ibrce the magnet

round a hysteresis cycle each time. There is no need, since

the type of focusing employed in the spectrometer is not

suitable for the absolute determination of momentum, to make

an absolute measurement of field-strength (indeed such a

measurement would be rather meaningless because of the non¬

uniform nature of the field), so all that is required is some

easily measured quantity which is entirely and linearly—
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dependent upon the magnetic field at a fixed point in the

region between the magnet pole-pieces. This quantity may

then be calibrated in terms of momentum by examining one or

more internal conversion electron lines of accurately known

momentum.

The method of field measurement which has been

developed for use with the spheroidal field spectrometer is

based on the spinning coil mechanism of Jledgran, Siegbahn and

Svartholm^"^ and uses., a3 the quantity which is directly

proportional to the field, the alternating voltage generated

by a small coil spinning in the spectrometer magnet field.

Although the sensitivity of the apparatus does not approach

that claiEied by the above authors, it is nevertheless com¬

pletely adequate for momentum measurements with the attainable

resolution of the spectrometer, and examination of some of the

internal conversion electron lines of Thorium active deposit

have confirmed the reliability of the method.

§ 2* Principles of the Method.

In its simplest form, the field measuring device

consists of a long shaft which is rotated at constant speed

by a synchronous motor and which carries, mounted with their

axes at right angles to the axis of rotation, three small

coils: C5 , Ch and Cg- of fig.4. #s is at the end of the

shaft remote from the motor and spina, in the magnetic field

of the spectrometer, thus generating an alternating e.a.f.

siounted near the driving end and is j>ositioned in the centre



FIG.A

FIELDMEASURINGAPPARATUS (principles)
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of the uniform field which is produced between a pair of d.c.

energised air-cored coils spaced similarly to the coils of a

Helraholtz galvanometer. (This field will henceforth be called

the Helmholts field. ) cH then generates an alternating

e.m.f. whose value depends on the Helraholtz field strength

and whose frequency is the same as that generated by C$ .

Ch and Cg are connected in opposition and the resultant vol¬

tage is taken off by a pair of slip rings to the measuring

equipment. The third coil Cg- is identical with Ch and spins

in the earth's field. It is positioned far enough from C^

to ensure that the Eelmholtz field does not affect it and is

mounted on the shaft with its axis parallel to that of Ch .

Cg then generates an alternating e.ra.f. of the same frequency

as that of Ch and whose magnitude depends on the earth's

field strength. It is connected in series-opposition with

Ch arid hence annuls automatically the earth's field contri¬

bution to the e.m.f. produced by Ch • (It may be assumed

that the earth's field does not affect the spectrometer

because of the screening effected by the soft iron side

plates).

Measurement of the spectrometer field is then

accomplished by adjusting the Helnholtz coil energising

current Ih until the resultant output voltage from the

spinning shaft is zero. Since the Helrnholtz field is

linearly dependent on this current, there being no ferro¬

magnetic components in Its vicinity, the value- of Ih

corresponding to the balance point is a measure of the field
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strength around the spectrometer pick-up coil C§ .

Such a null method is to be preferred, to a direct

measurement of the e.ra.f. generated by C$ fox1 several reasons.

Hot only is accurate measurement of a small alternating e.ra.f.

difficult, brit also such a voltage is dependent on the frequency

of rotation of the coil producing it, so that even slight

changes in the speed of the synchronous motor (as would occur

if the frequency of the supply mains were to vary) would be

sufficient to affect field strength measurements considerably.

The method employed eliminates this risk by ensuring that the

coils, being mounted on the same shaft, always rotate at

identical speeds, so that a change in frequency affects them

all similarly, the individual pick-up voltages maintaining

their relative magnitudes. ?or any setting of the spectro¬

meter field, the value of the Helmholts coil energising

current In required to produce zero output voltage from the

spinning coil circuit is then a measure (in arbitrary units)

of the strength of that field. Such a direct current is

capable of easy and precise measurement so that momentum

calibration may be performed with accuracy. fetalis of the

actual construction of the apparatus and of measurements made

with it are given below.

§ 3- Constructional Details.
The spinning shaft is shown in detail in fig.5- The

shaft itself is assembled in four sections, joined coaxially

cage synchronous motor II at 1500 r.p.m* (^) is a short length

\
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of dia. brass rod and is connected to the driving shaft

of the motor by a length of rubber pressure tubing which has

been found to couple the two shafts very effectively. It is

also joined to section (b) which is a cylindrical rod of well

seasoned mahogany 24" long and 1-J-" in diameter. This section

has drilled through it, at right angles to its axis, two

accurately parallel 1" dia. holes in which are mounted the

coils Cm and C£ , (b) is in turn connected to section (c),

a 32" length of 4" dia. brass rod which passes through a hole

in one of the thick iron side plates of the spectrometer

and connects with section (d), a 15" length of dia. paxolin.

At thefhr and of section (d) there is a bakelite cylinder

lvj-" in diameter and 2-?r" long in which coil Cg is mounted with

its axis perpendicular to the shaft. The total length of the

composite shaft is over 6 feet and it is supported outside the

spectrometer by mean3 of four ball bearings B mounted in brass

holders, three of which ace screwed down on a massive wooden

beam, the fourth being attached directly to the outer face of

the spectrometer side plate X. All four bearings are

accurately aligned with each other and with the porous bronse

plumber's block P which supports the upper end of the paxolia

rod (d).

The wooden beam, which supports the spinning shaft,

Helmliolta coils and motor, has fixed to its upper end a brass

l>lata which is bolted to the iron plate X with provision for a

limited amount of rotation of the beam about the shaft 3.3 axis.

The lower end of the beam rests on the concrete iloor. The
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shaft, which is at an angle of 30° to the horizontal, passes

through plate X at right angles and its axis, when produced,

cuts the axis of the spectrometer. It is also at right angles

to this axis and lies in the mid-plane of the spectrometer

field, so that the lines of force in the neighbourhood of Cg
are perpendicular to the spinning shaft.

Each pick-up coil is wound on a former turned from

1" dia. paxolin rod. The centre spindle is |f" in diameter and

-g" long, the cheeks being ♦g" thick and 1" in diarater. Coils

Cw and Cg- are identical, each having 30,000 turns of 45 S.V;.G.

enamelled copper wire, while Cs has 6200 turns of 38 3. .0.

The coils were vacuum impregnated with a thermosetting com¬

pound by Coastal Radio Ltd., Edinburgh, End connections are

by non-magnetic soldering tags screwed to the end faces of the

coil formers.

The Eelraholtz coils have an outside diameter of 9"

and each has 1770 turn3» They rest, with their common axi3

horizontal and at right angles to the spinning shaft, on a

brass cradle, equipped with a pair of screwed rods for level¬

ling purposes, which is fixed rigidly to the wooden beam in

such a position that the axis of the coils cuts the centre

line of the shaft at the point where Ch is mounted. At

present, although an electronically stabilised current supply

is contemplated, the Helmholtz field energising current is

drawn from a 12 volt bank of secondary oells and is controlled

series jrheostats. It is measured in terms of the potential

difference developed across a £ ohm resistance (two standard
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1 ohms in parallel) using the same vernier potentiometer as

that employed for measure lent of the spectrometer magnet

current. The Helmhbltz coils are connected in parallel so

the voltage measured by the potentiometer gives the current

(in amperes) in one of them. A doable pole two-way switch is

incorporated so that the Helmholtz field current may be

reversed when required.

The piok-^up coils are connected in series with C£ and

65 in opposition to.G^ and the resultant 25c/s alternating

voltage is taken off at a pair of slip rings arid applied via

screened cable between the A, and E terminals of a Cossor

Double Beam Oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is used with both

amplifiers in cascade, giving a maximum gain of about 900, and

is sited so as to reduce stray 50 c/s interference to a minimum.

Such high gain ensures that the required minimum in the

resultant pick-up coil voltage can be found with considerable

accuracy.

In the original construction of the apparatus

attempts were made to dispense with slip rings by using a

transformer for transferring the resultant pick-up coil output

voltage to the detector circuit. The primary coil was wound

on a former coaxial with the shaft and rotated within the

helical secondary which was on a fixed hollow cylindrical

former. Little success was achieved with this arrangement,

however, because of bad electrical matching and the low

frequency involved. The use of slip rings, while perhaps not

preferable to transformer coupling because of the risk of
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interference caused by imperfect contact between rin^s and

brushes, is cei^tainly simpler and more effective, and it ha3

been found that the use of phosphor bronze leaf spring brushes

does not cause appreciable interference as long as the con¬

tacts are kept well lubricated with oil.

§ 4. Adjustment of Apparatus.

Lining up of the pick-up coils is necessary and rather

critical if a sharp minimum is to be obtained in the output

voltage, and during the adjustments the spectrometer magnet

was energised with a current of about 1 ampere. Initial

rough adjustment was done by turning the bakelite spectrometer

pick-up coil holder, by hand, on the end of the paxolin shaft

until on spinning the shaft and adjusting the Helmholtz field

current the resultant output voltage was a minimum. The

clamping screws on the brass locating plate which hold3 the

upper end of the wooden supporting beam were then slackened

and the beam and Helmholtz coils were rotated about the

spinning shaft, using the levelling screws for fine adjustment,

until the balanced output was as amall as possible. This

procedure ensured that the e.m.f.'s generated by Ch and C5

were in phase-opposition.

Unfortunately, complete balancing of the 25 c/s

voltages could not be obtained, the minimum waveform shewing

harmonic components. These were originally thought to be due

to stray pick up, so careful screening of all sources of such

component of the ninimum waveform was apparently the third
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harmonio of 75 c/s frequency. In order to search for the

source of these harraonics the waveforms of both spectrometer

field and Helmholtz field pick-up voltages were examined in¬

dividually by shorting out the pick-up coils in turn. Both

the waveforms were sinusoidal as far as could be judged by eye*

However, since the "zero" waveform changes in magnitude but

not in general shape when the spectrometer field is changed

and the Helmholtz field is adjusted for balance, it must be

assumed that the harmonic content is permanently present in

one or other of these voltages. It is also reasonable to

assume that the source of the harmonics is the spectrometer

field and not the Ilelmholta field, since it is well known

that the tjrpe of field at the centre of a pair of Helmholtz

coils is exceptionally uniform, the differentials of the field

with respect to the axial co-ordinate vanishing up to and

including that of the third order as long as the coils and

energising currents are identical. However on the raid-

plane of the spectrometer field, although the first differen¬

tial of the field strength with respect to z is zero, the

second differential is not. A non-vanishing second differen¬

tial would give rise to a third harmonic Component in the

pick-up coil voltage, a3 is actually found.

It has been concluded that the harmonic oonten^vhich
appears in the "zero" waveform originates because of this

non-uniformity in the spectrometer field in the region of

Cg , being always present" in the-voltage generated "by C5 but -

to such a small extent that it is only noticeable when the
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fundamental component of the pick-up voltage is balanced out.

Because a true zero output is not obtainable it is

necessary to decide what to use as an indication of the re¬

quired point of balance between Helmholtz field and spectro¬

meter field, and so a standard shape has been chosen for the

"zero" waveform. This shape is shown in Plate V (b), peaks

A and B being of the same amplitude. This shape was ohosen

because it appeared to be the one which was most sensitive to

changes in field strength and also because it was the most

simple one to recognize. That any systematic error intro¬

duced by such a choice is negligible may be inferred from the

results of momentum measurements on internal conversion elec¬

tron lines described in §7«

§ 5» 3-H Plot for Spectrometer Magnet.

The hysteresis cycle used by Braid^) during his

work with the spectrometer was of ^ amp. maximum magnet current.

This cycle has been plotted using the value of I# required for

balance as a measure of B , the magnet energising current IM

itself being a measure of H.

The spectrometer magnet was first demagnetised by

talcing it round a series of hysteresis cycles, the maximum

magnetising current being reduced each time. (The final

small cycles were traversed by connecting a variable resistance

in parallel with the magnet windings and reducing its value

for each succeeding cycle until the windings were finally

shorted cut). This- enabled the central branch of the cycle to

be plotted. Values of IH were noted for increasing velues of
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IMup to a maximum of 7 amps., the currents being measured

accurately \!?ith a Tinsley vernier potentiometer in terms of

the potential differences across the respective standard

resistances of 0.5 ohm and 0.1 ohm. After each change of

magnet energising ourrent, about 20 seconds were allowed to

elapse before balancing and measurement of 1^ were done. This

was to eliminate any effects of "magnetic viscosity", the

phenomenon which retards a change in the state of magnetisa¬

tion of a magnetic material. When the maximum of 7 amps,

magnetising current had been reached, 1^ was decreased in

steps to zero, reversed, increased to 7 amps, in the opposite

direction ai d then once more reduced to zero. Another

reversal and inorease to 7 amps, completed the cycle, which is

shown in fig.6. Inset (a) is part of the central branch

plotted on a larger scale for clarity.

It can be seen that the cycle, although narrow, is of

definite width,and that a departure from linearity begins to

appear on the ascending branch tit IM ~ 5 amps. This was

previously noted by Braid (loo. oit.) who attributed the

turning over to a distant approach to saturation of the magnet

cores. (Saturation of the cores would be expected to occur

at a lower field strength than that of the pole pieces because

of their smaller diameter.) The effect seta an upper limit

on the energy of the particles which can be focused by the

spectrometer in its present form.

Inset (b) of fig.6 shows the effect of decreasing the

energising ourrent when the spectrometer magnet is on the
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ascending branch of the cycle. k decrease of Ift followed by

an increase to the previous value causes the magnet to follow

a small closed cycle whose branches are of smaller slope than

the ascending branch of the main cycle, and which is attached

to the main cycle at the point corresponding to the value of

Ift from which the decrease was made. This is interesting in
that it indicates that a small decrease in magnetising current,

while temporarily removing the working point from the main

cycle, has no effect at values of IM greater than the maximum

attained before the decrease occurred.

§ 6, Sensitivity of Measurement.

The potentiometer used for current measurement is

graduated to 10~5 volt, and, since the measured potential in

volts is numerically equal to the ourrent in one of the Helm-

holt a field energising coils in amperes, this figure is also

the highest attainable accuracy in IH . It need hardly be

emphasised that, because of other sources of error, the

accuracy with which it is possible to measure the value of

IH required to balance the spinning shaft output for any

value of spectrometer field setting is very much inferior to

this. Since the detection of the balance point necessitates

the recognition of a "zero" waveform of a standard shape the

most useful measure of the sensitivity of the apparatus is the

fractional change in IH required to produce a just detectable

departure from the point of balance. The amount of unbalance

which can lie detected is of course a personal estimate depen¬

dent on the operator of the apparatus, but it is reasonable to



postulate a difference in height between peaks A and B (see

Plate ?) of 1 millimetre as constituting such a detectable

change. The sensitivity of measurement was therefore estima-

ted, using this criterion, as -=■£ where &XH is the

increase in IH required to raise peak A relative to peak B by

1 mm. after the system has been balanced. Maximum sensitivity

of approximately was found to be obtainable in the rang©

|H » 0*4 amp* to IH 11 1*2 amp., a deterioration occuring below

0.4 amp. because of the small amplitude of the 3ero waveform

and above 1,2 amp. because of difficulty in keeping 1H constant.

The overall sensitivity is thus very much better (by a factor

of at least ten) than the attainable resolution of the spectro¬

meter when adjusted for high collecting power, as is required

if the method is to be reliable.

§ 7' Momentum Calibration.
The Helmholtz field current required for balance has

been calibrated in terms of momentum by examining several of

the internal conversion electron lines of thorium (3+C+C")

whose momenta are known accurately, having been measured by

Sllis^2'1 and, more recently, by Craig and Dietrich.^ and hy

Llndstrom. The sources of thorium active deposit used

in the measurements were all deposited as discs 1 mm. in

diameter on a flat platinum backing by electrical collection

from a dry emanating source of radiothorium. Accurate

centering having been done by sighting along the axial hole

in the pole piece provided for thrs purpose, the best longi¬

tudinal position for each source was found by moving the
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source along the spectrometer axis with a magnet current of

such value that a flat part of the continuous spectrum was

focused, until the counting rate was a maximum. 3om® of the

more intense internal conversion lines were then examined using

IM for balance as a measure of the field strength. The

procedure, adhered to in all subsequent experiments, was to

preset 1^ to the value required (measurement being done .1th

the vernier potentiometer) and then adjust the magnet current

Iwuntil balance was indicated on the oscilloscope. 1^ was

then measured (again by the potentiometer) and kept constant

during the period of the count by manual Adjustment. This

method, of continuous measurement of magnet current rather

than of Helmholta field current, was adopted because it was

found that mains-borne interferences caused by the running of

the motor driving the spinning shaft affected the scaler,

causing it to give spurious counts. It was therefore in¬

advisable to have the motor running during the course of a

count.

The lines which were examined with greatest care were

the A and P conversion lines of thorium B-v-C and the M line of

thorium C"-*»D (using the generally accepted notation due

originally to Ellis) and the values of IH corresponding to the

peaks and to the centroids (see §8) of these lines are shown

in Table III together with the Tip values quoted by Ellis.
The I conversion line of thorium B -*-C was examined with less

accuracy because or the proximity to it of the S line, and
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only the I ^ value for the peak la given. In the last three

columns are given x'atios with the F-line value as denominator.

Lin©
(amp.) Hp Patios

1

Peak Centroid gauss-cm. Peak Centroid Hp
A 0.1203 0.1196 536*5 0,3849 0.3340 0.3871

F 0,3125 0.3116 1335.3 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

I 0.3950 - 1751*0 1.2640 - 1.2635

M O.6505 0,6490 2336,6 2.0816 2.0828 2.0829

TABLE III

It is evident that, while the M:F ratio obtained

from the centrold values agrees excellently with the corres¬

ponding ratio of Ellis's figures, the AsF ratio is out by

nearly 1$. When these measurements were done this dis¬

crepancy was difficult to explain, since it was assumed that

Ellis's figures were beyond reproach. However new values

have been proposed for the momentum of several of the thorium

conversion lines by Craig and Dietrieh^^» confirming figures

previously published by Lindstrosn^-^ and these are shown in
Table IY. It can be seen that the agreement between the

1H (centroid) figure and the Hp value for the A line is now
better than 0.1$.

Line
Hp

gauss era.
(Craig)

Ratios

Peak Centroid Hp
A

F

533.66

1388.5

0.3849

1.0000

0.3340

1.0000

0*3343

1.0000

I 1753.9
— _i

1.2640 - 1.2632

TABLE IY
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The detection of the error in Sllis's figures is proof

that the method adopted for magnetic field estimation is a

reliable one, and the agreement with the new momentum values

indicates that In Is in fact strictly proportional to Hp , as
it should be if the method is to be used for accurate measure¬

ment s#

During' the calibration experiments, confirmation that

IH is a reliable measure of the spectrometer magnet field

strength was obtained by examining the F line on two occasions,

first with increasing increments of magnetic field, and then by

decreasing steps. The two plots of the particle distribution

were found tobe identical with one another, both in shape and

in position on the scale. A decrease of focusing current

also revealed the A line peak at the same value of Ih as it had

been previously, although the corresponding value of IM was

mailer than before.

§ 8, The shape of internal conversion lines.

Typical lin^fehapes are shown in fig.7* They are the
A and F conversion lines of ThS-^-C obtained with a 1 mm. dia.

source of thorium active deposit on a platinum backing, the

slit widths being as stated in Chapter 1.

The distinctive shape of internal conversion electron

lines found with a magnetic p- ray spectrometer depends on
the construction of the particular instrument used to examine

them. In the absence of broadening effects in the source

emitted from a radioactive source consists of a series of
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monoenergetic "lines" whose energies are given by the differ¬

ence between the energies of the transitions and the

binding energies of the electrons in the extranoclear shells

of the atoms from which they are ejected. It is well known

that counting measurements with a ray spectrometer on any

such raonoenergetic line yield a distribution of particles

which extends over a momentum range, the spreading being due to

the fact that both counter aperture and focused sheaf are of

finite width, so that electrons with momenta 3lightly different

from that appropriate to the field setting are able to enter
'

the detector. As the focusing field is varied in magnitude,

so the probability of an electron of a certain momentum being

counted varies, the result being that even although a focused

sheaf contains only electrons of the same momentum, there is

a definite chance for neighbouring field settings that these

electrons will enter the counter. A plot of counting rate
...

against focusing field thus yields a distribution whose shape

depends on the way in which this probability varies with field

strength and henoe on the geometry of the instrument.

Further distortions of the ideal line shape are

produced by absorption of electrons in the source material

itself. This causes a number of the emitted electrons to be

degraded to lower energies so that a low energy "tail" appears

on the line. In the case of carrier-free sources suoh as "re

produced by oollection of an active deposit this effect is

small and the only other distorting Influence is scattering

from the source backing. However back-scattering will not in
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general affect to any appreciable extent high energy lines,

although the considerable "tail" on the 25 kev. A line of

f£g.T is attributable to this effect.

Since internal conversion lines are used to calibrate

the magnetic field in terms of momentum and since the instru¬

mental line 3hape covers an appreciable momentum range, it is

necessary to decide which value in the range corresponds to the

true momentum of the focused particles. This is even more

important when the resolution of the spectrometer is poor so

that the range is a wide one. It might appear at first sight

that the peak of the measured distribution should give it, but
•

this is not necessarily so. The line shape produced by a

spectrometer of the type here employed is not symmetrical.

Because "central" rays are used in this "second image" type of

focusing there is some similarity between it and semicircular

focusing (cf. the "intermediate image" spectrometer of Slatis

and Siegbahn^^^) and the line shape shows a slow ascent with
a much steeper fall-off. The asymmetry becomes more pro¬

nounced as the collecting power is increased, with the centroid

of the line profile being displaced to the low momentum side
(15)

of the peak# Lawson and Tylerx have shown that if a

second-order term involving the curvature of the p~ spectrum
plot is negligible, then the true distribution of p-particles
with momentum in a continuous spectrum is given by the ex¬

perimentally measured distribution as long as momentum measure -

ments are referred to the aantruld of the "tranrtmi ssion factor"
y-v

curve for the particles in the spectrometer. This curve is a
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plot against momentum of the probability that a particle of

momentum p will b© counted when the field setting is such as to

focus particles of momentum p7 and is therefore (in the absence

of source distortions) identical to a very good approximation

withthe instrumental shape o? a monoenergetic line of momen¬

tum p.

The centroid of a line profile may be determined by

one of the methods tised for finding the centre of gravity of a

thin lamina? and the one which has been employed is the

analytical one of finding the "first moment" of the line shape

about an arbitrary axis. Suppose the line shape is as in

fig. 8, with |3(i) di the number of internal conversion elec¬
trons counted in unit time in the momentum range corresponding

to the current interval 1 to (i-i-di). If an arbitrary refer¬

ence value i 0is chosen5 then the first moment of the dis¬
tribution about an axis through i Q is given by

xi»in

where i . and i are respectively the smallest andmin max ^

greatest field currents required to focus electrons of the

line.

This is equal to
*w»«n

where 1 is the value of i corresponding to tie centra of gravity

or centroid of the IIhe shape.
.<MK.

(3(i)di ia the area under the line profile.
*n»Jn



line pr®fiue

FIG. 8
— determination of centRoiD.
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If the area under the line is divided into n vertical

strips, each of width Ai, then the integrals may he replaced

by summations, so that to a good approximation

• T = P(lm)

K.B. For any value m of n, (im) is the excess counting
rate at current im above that of the continuous spectrum,

which for a line measured with moderately good resolution may

be considered linear over the momentum range covered by the

line distribution.
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CHAPTEB 3.

Source Preparation*

§ 1. General.
In this chapter are described the methods employed for

the production of radioactive sources for use in the spheroidal

field spectrometer. With the instrument in its present form

certain limits are set on the maximum energy of particles

which can be focused and on the maximum source size which can

be tolerated to maintain even moderate resolution. The limit

on energy is set by the effect, already mentioned, of satura¬

tion of the magnet cores which begins to appear as a curvature

of the B-E plot at about 5 amperes magnet current. The

^ — particle energy corresponding to this field i3 about
1.1 Mev but since it may be assumed that the field shape re¬

mains constant up to higher values than this because of the

larger diameter of the pole pieces an upper energy limit of

1.5 Mev has been quoted. Sowever other affects, such as

heating of the magnet windings and instability of large

magnet currents again tend to limit this maximum energy so

that the most accurate and reliable work can be expected to be

that on electron energies less than 1 Hev. The limit on

source size is set by the focusing properties of the spheroi¬

dal field, which apply rigorously only to point sources onjthe
axis, and by the physical size of the spectrometer. With the

scale used in the construction of 'the instrument (a=>10 em.)

the maximum diameter of source which can be tolerated is about
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2 am. This is a decided disadvantage, especially for -work on

substances with highly forbidden (3-transitions, since the
half value periods of such materials are generally long and

their specific activities low. The high collecting power of

the spectrometer makes it well suited to the study of con¬

tinuous |3- spectra and for these, loss of resolution occasion¬
ed by the use of sources of up to and even more than 2 mm.

diameter is not of great importance. However the study of

y- transitions requires accurate measurements of internal

conversion lines and in order to obtain good resolution sources

must be very small indeed, approximating to true points. Such

sources are not easily prepared.

Since the work described herein has been concerned

mainly with continuous spectrum measurements, nothing will be

said about the production of such small sources, and this

chapter will deal with the preparation of sources which conform

to the following requirements:

(a) The sources must be discs of diameter not greater

than 3 mm. mounted on a plane surface.

(b) The backing material must be thin and of low

mean atomic number, in order to minimise back-scattering.

{o) The sources must be as thin as possible while

bding of sufficient strength to produce measurable oounting

rates.

(d) The source material must be distributed uniformly

over the active area.

(e) The backing material should preferably be con¬

ductive in order to prevent electrical charging of the 9ource.
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The effective thickness of a source used in the

spheroidal field spectrometer is greater than its actual

(normal) thickness by a factor of about four, because of the

large angle of emission of the focused sheaf of particles* and

this fact makes it even more desirable to produce the thinnest 1

possible sources. The presence of granular structure is not

such a serious disadvantage as it is with more conventional

types of j3~ray spectrometer, in which the particles fooused
are those which emerge almost normally to the plane of the

source suirface, but it is nevertheless advisable to avoid such

structure if possible if only to enable reasonable estimations

of source thickness to be made. If granular struoture exists
i

to any appreciable extent, as, for example, in sources pro¬

duced by deposition of particles from a suspension or by

crystallisation out of a drop of solution, then large local

variations of thickness are liable to occur, (Laager, Moffat

arid Price have detected local variations in thickness of

as much as lOOsl), rendering a figure for the average thickness

of a source rather meaningless.

§ 2. Sources of thorium active deposit.

The thorium sources used in the measurements of in¬

ternal convei'sion electron lines were deposited on the platinum

coated face of small copper rivet which was activated by ex¬

posure to an open source of radiothorium in an earthed metal

pot. The rivet was mounted, during each exposure, on the end

of a brass rod which fitted easily into an axial hole in a

cylindrical bakelite plug and its face was masked, except for
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a small central circular area, by a mica disc. The masking

ensured that only the uncovered area was exposed whan the plug

was placed in the radiothorium pot* The rivet was subjected

to an electrical potential of 200 volts negative to earth, the

exposure time depending on the strength of the 10.6 hour

source required.

The mechanism of collection is in principle simple.

When the atoms of thoron gas, which is produced continuously

by decay from the radiothorium, disintegrate, many of the

product atoms of thorium A are left positively charged because

of the disturbances produced in their extranuclear electron

shells by the emergence of the oc- particles. Some of these

positive ions migrate to the exposed area of the negatively

charged platinum electrode and adhere there, quickly decaying

with cl- emission (T§=0.153 sec.) to thorium B. Source

deposits prepared in this way are carrier-free and source thick¬

ness effects are therefox-e small. Because of the heavy nature

of the platinum baoking, however, back-scattering is not

negligible and may contribute to the experimental width of low

energy electron lines.

Uniformity of some of the larger diameter sources was

cheeked by placing the rivet face downward# on the sensitive

side of a small piece of contact photographic paper for a

time depending on the strength of the source. Development

then showed a small area corresponding to the activated arm of

the rivet faoe, with the distribution of intensity of blacken¬

ing over the area corresponding to the distribution of activity
over the source.
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§ 3. Sources of Thallium*

The sources used previously in the measurements on the

|S - spectrum of thallium20^ with the spheroidal field spectro¬
meter were prepared by allowing minute particles of thallic

oxide, suspended in chloroform, to settle in layers on a nylon

backing foil which was so masked that only a central circular

area 2 mm# in diameter was uncovered. Since the thallic

oxide available had a specific activity of only 10 millicuries

per gramme, sources of this sis© had to be rather thick in

order to give measurable counting rates. The thinnest source

which Braid(9) produced was of GOOfLg/oza.^ effective thickness
and that gave only some 30 counts/minute above background, at

the most intense part of the p- spectrum.
In order to improve on the precision of measurement

it was therefore necessary to prepare sources of higher activ¬

ity without a proportionate increase in -thickness, or alter¬

natively thinner sources of at least the same strength# This

became possible when a snail quantity of thallic oxide of

nominal specific activity 100 millicuries per gramme was

obtained from Chalk Siver, Ontario. However the suspension

method of source preparation was not considered satisfactory

because of the granular nature of such deposits and so the

problem of producing thin uniform sources was studied in

detail.

For a metallic element,tke most satisfactory form for

a source is a thin layer of the metal itself, and two possible

techniques for the production of such a layer are electrolytic
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deposition arid vacuum evaporation. Both methods have been

tried in connection with the present problem, most success in

the case of thallium having been obtained by the second. How¬

ever, even though the electrolytic method was rejected as being

unsuitable for thallium, considerable time was spent in in¬

vestigating the applicability of the method and there is no

reason why the technique developed should not be applied to the

preparation of sources of other metals. For this reason a

short account of the work done will not be out of place.

§ 3.1 Preparation of sources by electrolysis.

.During the course of the experiments on electrolysis

the only information which was available36 on the electx'odepos-

ition of thallium was by Rxohards and Smyth^^ who electro¬

lysed thallium metal from a solution of thallous sulphate,

using large currents and obtaining a heavy spongy cathode de¬

posit. Initial experiments were done using the thallous salt

solution as electrolyte, but it was soon discovered that little

ohange was occasioned by the use of thailie sulphate. The

thallic salt was simplex* to prepare since the material from

whichthe salt had to be obtained was thallic oxide. Any

simplification of chemistry is advantageous when dealing with

radioactive substances so all the following experiments were

A paper by Brown and McGlynn^^-' ooiild not be obtained
when the experiments were in progress and did not come into the
writer's possession until after the electrodeposition method
had been rejected as unsuitable for th@_preparation of sources
of active thallium. This was unfortunate, since these workers
have investigated in considerable detail the problem of pro¬
ducing a thin uniform layer of thallium metal by electrolysis
and have concluded that the best results are to be obtained with
a thallium perohlorate bath containing free perchloric acid,
with the addition of small quantities of peptone and crasylic
aoid.
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performed with an aqueous solution of the trivalent thallic

salt* The concentration of electrolyte used in all the ex¬

periments was 20 gm. of solute per litre of solution, and heat

results were obtained with current densities in the range

0.1 to 0.5 mA per sq.ora.

The confinement of the cathode deposit to a small

circular area was accomplished by using a small horizontal

platinum disc as the lower electrode in an arrangement like

that of fig. 9« After a small drop of solution had been

placed on this lower electrode (the anode), which was coated

all over except for its upper surface with an anti-wetting

varnish, the cathode (a horizontal metal foil), could be

lowered until it jttst touched the drop, which was then held
0

between the electrodes by surface tension. Slight raising

of the cathode foil was then sufficient to stretch the im¬

prisoned drop into the form shown, and deposition occurred on

a well defined area whose sise was determined by the sise of

the drop and hence by the siae of the anode. The final

apparatus used incorporated this device together with automatic

centering of the deposit on a circular backing foil and pro¬

vision for altering the sise of the area of deposit. It is

shown in fig.10. The backing foil, of gold or aluminium, is

stretched across a brass ring and supported in a recess at

the top of the cylindrical brass outer casing. The re¬

placeable anode, a platinum faced brass screw, is mounted

with its face horizontal in the upper end at a brass centre
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splndl© which is screwed through an axial hole in the perspex

base, rotation of this spindle moving the anode towards or

away from the backing film as required. The potential re¬

quired for electrolysis is applied between the spindle (positive)

and the outer casing (negative), the current being controlled

by a series rheostat. This apparatus was found satisfactory

because of its very simplicity; source backings could be in¬

serted and removed with the greatest ease and rapidity, factors

which were important when dealing with radioactive materials,

since most of the manipulations had to be done in a oiy-box.

Washing of the electrolysed deposits was done with water and

drying with small pieces of blotting paper.

The gold foil backings used were supported on thin

films of Pormvar a few mlcrogrammes/cm2. thick produced from

a 1$ solution of Pornivar (polyvinyl formal) in ethylene

dichloride by dropping on a water surface. Flatness and

adherence of the gold leaf to the backing film was ensured by

smoothing it on with tweezers which had been well wetted with

alcohol. Surface tension caused flattening of the gold and

firm adherence occurred.

Good centrally-situated uniform deposits were obtained

on such gold foil backings with the apparatus described when

inactive thalllc sulphate solution was used as electrolyte.

However, when the sane procedure was followed with an active

solution of the same concentration results were not so satis¬

factory. All the active deposits showed marked abrogation

of crystals and a strong tendency to oxidise during and after
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washing and drying. The oxidation was not reduced materially

by covering the deposit with a thin film of Formvar to protect

the deposit from the air, even when the necessary operations

were all performed with the greatest possible speed. Many

measures were taken in attempts to improve the deposits, in¬

cluding washing with acetone in order to aocelerate the final

drying process, but all such attempts were unsuccessful.

The difficulties may be introduced by the radioactive

nature of the deposit itself, the ionising radiations either

poisoning the backing surface in such a way that the deposit

aggregates in small areas or stimulating oxidation of the

electrolysed metal during the deposition. A similar effect

was noted by Braid when he attempted (unsuccessfully) to pro¬

duce sources of thorium active deposit mixed with thallic

oxide in order to study the effect of source thickness on the

shapes of ^-spectra.
Since none of the precautionary measures taken were

successful in improving the deposits, the electrolytic method

had to be rejected as unsuitable for thallium. Nevertheless,

as has been mentioned already, the techniques described above

should be of value in the preparation of sources of other

materials. Infect sources of tellurium have been made in this

way for use in particle absorption experiments in this

laboratory.

§3.2 Preparation of sources by vacuum evaporation.

The second method for depositing a thin film i3

evaporation, in vacuo, of the material from a mail crucible
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or heated filament. If the pressure is sufficiently low,

molecules ejected from the heated source material will travel

in straight line paths to the cooler surroundings and will

adhere there, producing a thin film of the heated material

whose thickness depends on the time and rate of evaporation.

Vacuum evaporation of radioactive materials has been used by-

several workers to produce jS- active sources. Sherwin^^)
has evaporated carrier free p-^2, Sr^ and to obtain mono¬

layer sources, while thicker layers of Cu^ and Cu^ have

also been prepared with this technique^®).
In our case it is necessary to ensure that deposition

takes place only on a small well-defined area in the centre of

a thin backing foil. This can be achieved by masking off all

but the area of the backing on which the source material is to

be placed. Also, when dealing with radioactive materials,

precautions must be taken to minimise the possibility of

contamination of surroundings by ensuring -chat the heated

source material is completely enclosed during evaporation.

The apparatus used has been designed to conform with these

requirements.

The maximum rate of evaporation from a heated metal

in equilibrium with its vapour is given in gm./cra2./sec. by

W = f^M/aiTRT (1)
where M is the molecular weight and p the vapour pressure

corresponding to the temperature T.
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An equation for p derived, by Kirchoff is

logp • A - ^ - C logT
but Sgerton^^-^ has found that for solid metals, and also for

certain metals in the liquid state, a simple linear equation

is adequate

logp - A' - B'/T (2)
Prom equations (l) and (2) we obtain (dropping the primes on

A and B)

logW = A - |f - -§log*£ - |-log2icR (3)
and if p is in microns of mercury, the equation becomes

log10W . logqoP - i3.og10g + ^.7660 (4)
The recommended temperature for evaporation of metals to pro¬

duce thin coherent deposits is that corresponding to a vapour

pressure of 10 microns of mercury. This temperatixre i3 ob~
T 22)

tainable from equation (2). Kellqy ' has tabulated values

for the constants A and B, their values for thallium being

A = 11*15$ B - 8.92 X 103$ M * 204.

Then, for p = 10,
B

T * -j * « 879°K - 6o6°C.A — lOgp

and, from equation (4)»
W « 2.81 x 10"4 gm./cm.^/sec.

It is evident therefore that quite low temperatures

are required for vacuum evaporation of thallium metal. This

simplifies the design of an evaporation chamber and enables a

low melting point material such as nylon to be used as de¬

pository for the evaporated metal without fear that it will

be damaged by heat when placed close to the heated filament.
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The temperature of 6o6°C is a useful one since it is near this

point that most materials just begin to emit visible radiation

("Draper's Law"). It is therefore unnecessary to incorporate

a thermocouple or other temperature measuring device in the

apparatus, the attainment of the correct temperature by the

heated filament being indicated to sufficient accuracy by its

beginning to glow a dull red.

Vacuum System. (Plate VI)

The vacuum chamber itself consists of a small glass

bell jar B of inside diameter 6" and height 7" mounted on a

brass baseplate P thick and 9" square. In the centre of

this plate is a 2^-" diameter hole into which a 6" length of

steel tube is hard 3oldered 30 that it projects below the

lower surface, the tube being screwed at its lower and 30 as

to fit the high vacuum pumping orifice of a Ketrovac 03B two

stage oil diffusion pump D. A O.D. copper tube T emerges

from another hole in the baseplate and is connected by means

of a brass tee junction to a gas discharge tube G and an

lonieation gauge head H. Further holes in the feaaeplate

serve to pass electrical leads into the vacuum chamber. The

diffusion pump fore-pumping line vacuum is maintained by a

single stage rotary oil pump, V is a liquid-air cooled

vapour trap.

The diffusion pump orifice is shielded by a circular

brass plate supported l/4" above the base plate by three

screwed rods which also support the evaporation -oven described

below, A rotatable l/4" brass rod, H, passing throu^i an
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O-ring vacuum seal in the baseplate is incorporated to facili¬

tate manipulation of apparatus inside the chamber when the

system is evacuated. Sealing of the bell jar on to the

machined and polished upper surface of the baseplate is simply

effected with plasticine, an arrangement which is satisfactory

for present purposes.

The system is mounted on two wooden battens which

project over the edge of a bench so that the diffusion pump

hangs down between them *

Evaporation Oven. (Plate VII and fig.11)

The oven is a cylindrical block of brass 1 l/4" long

and 2" in diameter with a tapped 3/8" axial hole which opens

out, at its upper end, into a chamber in diameter and l/4"

long. The upper surface of the block is recessed to take a

brass source ring as used in the spectrometer, two grooves cut

in the wall allowing the ring to be inserted and removed easily

with finger and thumb. All but a central circular area of

the source backing is masked by an aluminium disc which also

fits into the recessed upper surface of the blook. Several

of these mask® have been made with central holes ranging in

diameter from mm. to 3 ram. They are easily interchangeable.

The original oven was similar to this but made of

Tuffnol. It had, as an additional refinement, a horiaontal

slot milled in the upper face to take a thin slide which, when

- fully inserted, completely obstructed the central hole in the

aluminium mask. 'Withdrawal of the -slide, by manipulating rod —

H, uncovered the hole and allowed condensation to occur on the

backing foil. This device was incorporated in order to allow
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impurities in the heated metal to he boiled off before actual

evaporation was done. In the final model the slide was

omitted since, with the low temperature used for evaporation,

the presence of impurities was not found troublesome.

The heater plug is a 1" length of Tuffnol rod screwed

3/8" 26 T.P.I, with two 1 ram. diameter holes drilled along its

length. These holes carry wires to the upper ends of which

the filament ia attached, their lower ends projecting about 2"

below the end of the plug for connection to the heater power

supply via two terminals which pass through the baseplate and

are insulated from it by sleeves of rubber pressure tubing

which also funotion as vacuum seals.

Caldwellhas found that the best filament materials

from which to ex^aporate thallium are, in order of merit, nickel,

iron, columbiura and tantalum. These combine the merits of

good adherence of a molten drop and absence of alloying between

the filament material and heated raatal. Several forms of

heater have been used, made from nickel wire. They are

shown in fig.12.

In the case of (a), (b), and (o), thallium metal was

deposited directly on the filament by electrolysis from an

acidified solution of thallic sulphate, using large currents

so that a spongy deposit was obtained. In all cases, although

good thin deposits wore obtained by condensation of the metal¬

lic vapour, spluttering of the drop due to evolution of occ¬

luded gases caused relatively large particles of molten metal

to be projected directly on to the surroundings. In an
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attempt to overcome this, small crucibles (&) were constructed

and the metal to be evaporated was plaoed in them. There were

made by painting close wound spirals of nickel wire with

"Kryptex", a dental cement manufactured by S.S. White, Ltd.,

which sets quite hard in about 2 hours. The wire framework

was used as heater, being attached to the upper ends of the

1 mm. heater plug wires. This arrangement reduced the

spluttering considerably, but did not stop it entirely, and

several of the inactive teat "sources'1 were ruined because of

puncturing of the thin nylon backing foil.

The final arrangement, with which no spluttering

trouble has been experienced, was a permanent heater spiral

into which could be inserted a replaceable metal plug on whose

upper face the metal to be evaporated was deposited eleotro-

lytically. With such an arrangement the choice of heater

material is not important and 28 S.W.G. niehrome wire has

been used, wound into a helix l/l6" in diameter and l/4" long.

The plugs were l/4" 12 3.A. brass screws. Although alloying

of the thallium with the brass did occur to some extent during

heating, the effect was not of great enough consequence to

prohibit the use of brass as the plug material and the availa¬

bility of ouch screws made the choice convenient.

Sleetrodeposition of thallium metal on the head of the

plugs was done from a thallic sulphate solution in a small

bath made from perspex (fig.13) designed to minimise any risk

of contamination of surroundings with active solution ejected
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during electrolysis. The anode, a platinum wire, is led up

through and sealed into a fine hole in the base of the con¬

tainer. The lid, a push fit into the solution container, is

provided with a tapped axial hole into which is screwed a brass
_

rod with a 12 B.A. axial hole at its lower end. The heater

plug to be coated is mounted in this hole with its face down¬

wards and dotation of the brass rod adjusts it until its face

just touches the surface of the solution in the container.

This ensures that deposition takes place only on the plug face.

A hole drilled crosswise through the container allows the es¬

cape of gases evolved during electrolysis.

Evaporation of thallium from such plugs has been done

successfully using pressures of about 2 x 10"^ sw» of mercury

(measured by an ionisation gauge) on to nylon backing films

about 40yag/om^« thick produoed by flotation on water from a
solution of nylon in isobutyl alcohol. The deposits of

thallium metal obtained were very beautiful by reflected light,

the thinner ones being of uniform colour while the thicker

ones showed concentric coloured rings. Examination of the

deposits with a projection microscope showed no trace of

granular structure as long as such examination was done immed¬

iately after preparation. It was found Advisable to cover the

sources with a thin film of Formvar as oxidation tended to

occur after a short time. When sources of active thallium

were prepared it was also necessary to have an electrical

connection between the active deposit and the brass supporting

ring, in order to prevent electrical charging of the source.
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This connection was made by painting tho nylon backing, before

deposition, with a diluted suspension of "Aquadag" colloidal

graphite in water.
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CHAPTER 4.

Thickness Measurementa.

§ 1. General.
The determination of the thickness of thin films may

be performed in several ways, and the simplest method would

appear to he a direct weighing of a piece of the film of known

area. This is adequate as long as a large enough sample of

film is available to make accurate weighing possible and pro¬

vided that the film whose thickness is required is uniform in

its constitution. Direct weighing is useless for a non¬

uniform film if the thickness of only a small area is required,

nor can it be employed for the determination of the thickness

of a small radioactive source deposit. In the case of the

sources used in the spheroidal field spectrometer we require

values for the thickness of (a) source baoking foil, (b) source

covering foil and (c) source itself, over a very small area,

the area which is covered by the source deposit, and a method

has been devised for suoh measurements which uses the decrease

in range of OL~ partioles caused by the insertion of a thin

absorber. The method is a reliable one and mdy be used for

the determination of the thickness not only of metallic or

plastic foils suoh as are used for supporting and covering-

radioactive source deposits but also of such deposits them¬

selves. However such measurements as have been made on radio¬

active sources have not, at the present stage of development

of the method, been found sufficiently accurate to warrant the

abandonment of other more usual methods of source thickness
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determination, and the values found for the thicknesses of the

thallium sources used in the measurements described in Chapter

5 were checked, as described in §4» by a measurement of the

total particle counting rates.

§ 2. Apparatus for thickness measurements.

The apparatus is shown in fig.14. A Hosenblum

06— particle spark counter^^ is mounted with its counting

gap horizontal and an aluminium source holder similar to that

employed in the spectrometer is fixed in a vertical plane in

front of the counter so that its horizontal diameter is parallel

to and in the same horizontal plane as the gap. Between this

holder and the counter is an aluminium plate with a central

hole masked by a sheet of mica with a vertical slot 1 mm. in

width so that, seen from the far side of the source holder,

the effective counting region is, in section, a rectangle

defined by the width of the sensitive volume of the counter and

by the slit in the mica mask (see fig.15). A strip of

aluminium, bent into a right angle at its lower end, is mounted

on a brass chassis which can be moved towards or away from the

counter by a calibrated screw and has drilled in it a carefully

positioned hole ?/hose axis is on the line through the centre

of the counter gap, mioa slit and aluminium source holder. An

06- ray source can b© mounted in this hole and its distance

from the counter may be adjusted by means of the screw.

It is well known that for a raonoenergetio stream of

06 - particles a plot of counting rat® (normalised to a con¬

stant solid angle) against source-counter distance yields a
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curve of the form shown in fig.16 (a) v/hen a Geiger counter is

used for detection. With the spark counter, since the effic¬

iency of sparking depends critically on the density of ionica¬

tion in the counting gap, a similar plot gives a curve which

"bears more resemblance to the Bragg curve of ionisation against

range (fig.l6b). In both cases the maximum range of particles

is not definite, straggling causing a gradual descent of the

curve totiae range axis instead of a sudden cut-off. The usual

value adopted for the range of the particles is the "extra¬

polated range" found by producing the linear part of the

final portion of the curve to cut the range axis. If an
■

absorbing foil is inserted between the Ct-particle source and

the counter, its effect will be to reduce the range of the

particles by a distance equal to its air-equivalent thickness,

so that repetition of the counting rate - distance measurements

will yield a curve similar to the first but displaced towards

lower ranges. This shift is the basis of the method here

used for measuring the thickness of thin foils.

However, another effect produced by the introduction

of such an absorber is an increase In the extent of the stragg-

ling, so that the slope of the final part of the second curve

is, unless the absorbing foil is very thin indeed, less than

that of the first. It is therefore not suoh a simple matter

in practice as it might appear in theory to estimate accurately

the separation between the two curves. The best value to
j ■

choose for this separation is probably the difference between

the extrapolated ranges and this has been adopted in all the
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thickness measurements which have been made.

The DC.— particles used were those of 8.6 cm. rang®

(8.76 Mev.) from thorium C' obtained from sources of thorium

active deposit collected on the ike® of a small brass screw

less than 1 mm. in diameter. It was necessary to apply cor-

rections to the observed counting rates for decay of the 10.6

hour source and for changes in solid angle with source position

and to the measured source-counter distances for temperature

and pressure variations during the measurements.

§ 3* Results of thickness measurements.
In fig.17 are shown typical curves obtained (a) without

and (b) with a thin nylon foil between oc- particle source and

detector. The differenoe between the extrapolated ranges, and

hence the air-equivalent thickness of the foil, is 0.6 scale

divisions or 0.39 ®a. Using the values of atmospheric pres¬

sure and mean temperature appropriate to the period of the

measurements, the value to be used for the density of air is

I.I87 rag/cnr*>, giving a value for the foil thickness of

46/Ag/cm2.
In order to test the reliability of the method a large

number of suoh thickness measurements were done over a sheet

of nylon similar to that used for the window of the spectrometer

Geiger counter, and which had been found by direct weighing to

have a thickness of 0.3 mg/cm2. Local variations in thickness

were detected, due probably to wrinkles and to small pinholes,

but the mean value obtained from the DL-particle measurements

agreed well with the direotly determined figure.
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The oI- particle range method has been employed for

estimating the thickness of vacuum evaporated metallic films.

In principle this should be no more difficult than the measure¬

ment of the thickness of a backing foil, the only difference

being that two pairs of curves are necessary; onepair, plotted

before the metal is deposited, giving the backing foil thick¬

ness and the other giving the total thickness of backing plus

metal. However the precision of measurement with the present

arrangement is not high enough to give an accurate measure of

such a difference of thicknesses, and although such measure¬

ments have been made, and were used in fact to estimate the

thickness of the sources used in the work of Chapter 5> they

cannot be considered very reliable. For source thickness

measurements to be performed with accuracy it would be ne¬

cessary to minimise temperature fluctuations by enclosing the

apparatus in a thermostatically controlled chamber and, because

of the extremely mall solid angle and need for high statistical

accuracy in counting, to use very much stronger 0C- particle

sources with consequent risk of straggling in the source itself,

nevertheless the method is a powerful one and is worthy of

further development, especially since* the spark counter is

sensitive only to 0L- particles, so that the thickness of a
an

radioactive source may be measured in the presence of/intense
background of or /-radiation which prohibits such measure¬

ment with a conventional Oelger counter as detector.

§ 4• Kiicluigss an.- nnifornltr of sources of ?lg04.
Because of the inaccuracy of the thickness measurements

on the thallium sources by the 0C- particle range method, the
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values wre eheoked by measuring tk® total activities of the

sources. A thin windowed Geiger counter was used to measure

the total |9-partial a counting rates of the two sources

(A and B of Chapter 5) a well defined geometry. Correction

of the counting rates for the effect of air and counter window

absorption was done by applying the results of Gleason, Taylor

and Tabeiil2^). Since the specific activity of the source

material was known,* "total matss of the active matter could
than be calculated and honce the thickness obtained from a

measurement of the source area.

The result obtained for the thicker of the two sources

agreed within the estimated error with that from the ot-par¬

ticle range measurement, but in both cases errors were large.

Howdver, as important as a measurement of the thick¬

nesses of the sources used was confirmation that they were of a

uniform nature. This was checked by scanning each source with

a pinhole in a metal plate which masked the thin window of a

Geiger counter, the plat© being moved parallel to the plane of

source, and as close to it as possible, by a micrometer screw.

The result3 obtained by scanning the thinner source (B) in the

four directions indicated with a -g- mm. dia. hole are shown in

fig.18. No great departures from uniformity are evident

since, if there had been an aggregation of aotive material or

* The thallic oxide was stated to have a specific activity of
100 millicuries per gramme on its despatch from Chalk Biver.
However this figure, being obtained by calculation rather than
by direct measurement, is probably subject to a large error.
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spluttering during the evaporation of the metal, this would

most certainly have been revealed by the scanning. It may

therefore be assumed that the thinner source is of a uniform

nature and that the thickness figure obtained for it, albeit

of limited accuracy, may be used with confidence.

The rather poor resolution of the scanning apparatus

is Indicated by the slope of the side portions of the curves

in fig.18 but the distributions are nevertheless identical in

linear extent, each having a width at half maximum height

above background of 2.0 mm.
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CHAP?BE 5.

The p-Spectrum of Thallium20^
§ 1. Introduotion.

The thallium (Z = 8l) isotope of mass 204 which is
203 , . .

produced fromihe stable g( T1 by {11, V )5 f rrnt or (d,p)
(2i

reactions, is a (3 - emitter with half value period 2#7 years.

The end point energy of the continuous p—spectrum is less
than 800 kev. and no V- radiation of measurable intensity has

(27) m . ao-4- fT 104.
been detected. The transition 0lTl ——Pb is81 82.

Q
therefore simple and its ft value of 5 x lCr sees, suggests

that it is forbidden. The p - spectrum has been studied by
Saxon and Hichards^2and by Lidofsky, Hacklin and

the former authors finding the high energy end-point at

783 * 10 kev. and the latter quoting 7^5 ±'0 kev. Both groups

showed that the shape of themaasured p-spectrum agreed with
that predicted by the Permi theory of p- decay (as modified by
Konopinski and Uhlenbeck for forbidden transition) for a first

forbidden transition with spin change of two units and parity

change (co-type) over the major part of the particle distri¬

bution but that there seemed to be an excessive number of low

energy £- particles. Saxon and Richards found that the

excess above the theoretical shape occurred at energies less

than 350 kev. while Lidofsky et al. obtained the theoretical

spectrum shape above 100 kev. with a very large excess below

this energy. The latter authors have also detected the

occurrence of orbital electron capture as a competitive process



to p- emission., This was inferred from the identification
of the characteristic X-rays of emitted with small

intensity, and has been confirmed by Mitchell and Caird.^^
A similar investigation to that of the above named authors was

(9V
carried out by Braids ' using the spheroidal field spectro-*

meter. Braid quotes a figure of 764 ± 10 kev. for the high

energy end-point, but his results fail to reveal the low

energy excess of p-particles, his measured spectrum shape
apparently showing agreement with theory over the whde energy

range. However an error has been detected in Braid's treat¬

ment of his experimental figures which indicates that his

conclusions about the shape of the spectrum are subject to

doubt.

The object of the present investigation has been to

obtain more conclusive evidence about the shape of the con¬

tinuous 0 - spectrum and a more sensitive method of presenting

the comparison bet-ween experiment and theory has been employed.

The presence of an excess of particles over that expected from

an ex,-type transition has been oonfirmed at energies less than

400 kev. and the measured spectrum shape suggests the possibil¬

ity that the transition may be second forbidden. The

results of some theoretical work on the subject are quoted in

support of this suggestion*

§ Measurements.

During the measurements on the p-particle distribution
s»P4

from T1 the spheroidal field spectrometer was adjusted for

high collecting power, the slit widths being as stated in
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Chapter 1. Two sources were used, each 2 an. in diameter,

and these will he referred to as A and 3. They were both

prepared, as described in Chapter 3, by vacuum evaporation of

thallium metal, obtained alectrochemically from thallio oxide

of nominal specific nativity 100 millicuries per gramme, on

to graphite-coated nylon backings 40yxg/cm. thick, and each
was covered with a film of Foriavar lO^g/cm.^ thick * Sach
backing foil was supported on a bras3 ring which was a push fit

in the aluminium source holder used in the spectrometer so that,

when mounted on the source slide, the source was backed by only

the nylon foil with its thin graphite coating. Back-scattering

distortions could thus be considered negligible. Also the

Forravar covering foil, used to reduce oxidation of the thin

metallic thallium deposit and to prevent loss of source mater¬

ial, could be considered to have but a very small effect on the

|3 - spectrum shape in comparison with the distortion produced
by absorption in the source material itself.

The effective thickness of source A was estimated as

2
0.4 ag/cm. by the 06- particle range method of Chapter 4 and

this figure was checked by measuring the integrated p- par-
tide counting rate. Source 3 was approximately one quarter

/ 2
as strong as source A, its effective thickness being 0.1 agycm.

Soux'ce A was examined first and counting rata measure¬

ments dona over the p- spectrum at values of momentum detox--
mined by the method described in Chaptex- 2. The counting rate

in the most intense region of the spectrum (lH » 0.5 amp.) was -

160 counta/min# above background and sufficient counts were
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recorded on all points except those of lot? intensity near the

end point to ensure a statistical error in each case of no more

than if. During the course of the measurements it was ne¬

cessary to refill the Geiger counter on several occasions and

in order to minimise any systematic errors caused by variations

in counter characteristics each point was examined many times,

using relatively short counting periods. The sequence of

points examined was also varied from day to day so that the

effect of variations occurring throughout any one day was also

eliminated. The counter filling mixture used in all measure¬

ments was argon (85f)/aleohol (l5f) to a pressure of 11 cms. of

mercury. The counter voltage was adjusted and checked fre¬

quently in order to maintain a working point one third of the

plateau length (in volts) above the threshold voltage, standar¬

disation being done after each new counter filling by plotting

a plateau with a radium Y- ray source in a fixed position
»

relative to the counter.

The maximum counting rate obtained with source B was

only 40 counts/minute above background and in consequence

statistical accuracy was not as good as with source A. How¬

ever enough counts were recorded on most of the points to re¬

duce the statistical errors to ajt. Since it is 'unlikely that

distortion due to source absorption will extend to higher

momenta, measurements on source B were confined to the lower

momentum end of the spectrum, at values of IH corresponding to

the range 450 to 2700 gauss cm., and the more accurately

determined counting rate figures for source A were taken as

reliable for the higher momentum region.
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The background counting rata was determined as 6 par

minute. This figure is rather higher than would be expected

for a counter of the volume used from cosmic rays alone, 30

part should probably be attributed to some mechanical irregu¬

larity in the counter body. The value of C counts/min. was

however <j,uite real, a statistical analysis of the rate of

arrival of background pulses over a large number of short

counting periods indicating a normal distribution.

The measured jH- particle distributions from the two
sources are shown in fig.19 plotted as not counting rate against

Helmholia coil current. The spectrum from source 3 has been

fitted to that from source A at the three common points of

highest momentum, and shows an excess above the distribution

from source A in the low momentum region. The difference is

in the opposite direction to the distortion normally expected

from source thickness effects and the reason for the apparent

reversal is difficult to see. The effect is similar to that

noticed by Braid (ibid.) who attributed the loss of low energy

particles to an artificial thickening of the counter window by

absorption of alcohol from the filling mixture. This ex¬

planation is not tenable in the present investigation since

the thicker source (a) was examined first, so that any pro¬

gressive thickening of the nylon window curing the measurements

would have resulted in a decrease in the number of low energy

particle© detected from source B.

§3. Errors.in Measurement.

§3.1 Countin# eirrora.

Because of the low counting rates it may be assumed
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that no losses of counts occurred in the electronic equipment
■: v -rr

aasoclated with the Goiger counter, or because of the counter

dead time itself, and that the only errors in the mean counting

rates were due to statistical fluctuations in the rate of

arrival of particles. The standard deviation of the total

number of counts, 5, recorded in a given time, is Js and this

applies even when the total number is obtained (as in the

present investigation) from the stun of several measurements

I?i, , 1IM , because

<Tn = +o-- = — =JN
However the total number of counts recorded includes

both a number of genuine counts (G) from the source and a

number of background counts (3) so that the required number of

genuine counts is obtained from

G * U ~ 3 (1)

The only quantity in this equation which is actually

measured is 3f, and in ordex* to obtain G it is necessary to

estimate that most probable value for 3 during the counting

period. This estimate is subject to statistical uncertainty,

so that the standard deviation of G is not determined solely

by the accuracy with which I is measured, but is increased by

a further contriuutiondue to the error in estimating B. This

contribution is a negligible one if if is very large compared

with B, but in our case the counting rates obtained from the

thallium sources were rather small so that it is necessary to

oount has on the accuracy of measurement.
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Lei} us use small letters (n, g arid, b) for the counting

rates. so that, for a total counting time t

a - f » b - f 5 g = ~ = n - b (2)
As stated above, the value to be used for B is an estimate,

obtained by counting baokground pulses alone over a separate

period. If the number of background counts recorded in a

B'
time t' is B', then the most probable value of b is ■£, and
hence the most probable value of B is i .B'

t'

Since the standard deviation of B' is J~B* t then the
standard deviation of the estimated value B is

and the standard deviation cr^ of G is given by

<%= = Jn+(|;)V (3)
The fractional (or relative) standard deviation of G,

which is also the fractional deviation of g, the genuine

counting rate,is, using equations (l), (2) and (3),

dg= 3.= J "+&?*' =G N-£B' (n-b)Jt
and since N =» nt

■L.E(4)S Jn n-b

If we express equation (4) in terms of the ratio of

the observed counting rate to the background counting rate we

obtain



Equation (5) av he used to calculate the fractional

deviation in the genuine counting rate, or, alternatively,

to determine the minimum number of counts which must be re¬

corded in order to ensure that the fractional standard

deviation In the genuine counting rate shall not exceed dg.

Tables V and 71 give corresponding values of dg and H cal-

aviated from equation (5) for the case when t, 13 1 i.e. when

the background counting rate is estimated from a measurement

extending over a time equal to that during which a total

counting rate measurement is made,

$he argument may be generalised by comparing the total

number of counts 3T required to give a certain fractional

deviation dg in the genuine counting rate in the presence of a

background rate b with the number hT0 required to ensure the

same error when there is no background.

From equation (5)
oc(oc+ %')

N —

d£ (oc-.)•
and

N° = d?

Hence N x(x+ ^/t')
2 ' N0 (ac-O2*

In fig.21 are shown curves resulting from this

relationship. y is the factor by which W0 must be increased
in order to ensure that the fractional standard deviation in

the genuine counting rate will remain the same when a back-
1

ground __ x

The Curves indicate strikingly how counting times must be
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X

n
"

b

dg {%) If S counts recorded.

I » 1000 5000 10,000 50,000 100,000

1.5 12.2 5.5 3.9 1.7 1.2

2 7.7 3.5 2.4 1.1 0.8

3 5.5 2.4 1.7 0.8 0.5

4 4.7 2.1 1.5 0.7 0.5

5 4.3 1.9 1.4 0.6 0.4

10 3.7 1.6 1.2 0.5 0.37

20 3.4 1.5 1.1 0.5 0.34

3.2 1.4 1.0 0.45 0,32

TABL3 V

X

H required to ensure dg(f>)

dg « 1£$ 5£ 2$ 1| o.5i<

1.5 1500 6000 38,000 150,000 600,000

2 600 2400 15,000 60,000 240,000

3 300 1200 7,400 30,000 120,000

4 220 900 5,500 22,000 88,000

5 190 750 4,700 19,000 75,000

10 140 550 3,400 14,000 54,000

20 120 460 2,900 12,000 46,000

100 400 2,500 10,000 40,000

TABLE VI
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increased if good statistical accuracy is to be preserved when

the background becomes significant. It is also worthy of note
4-

that the dashed curve (for =» 0) indicates that estimation of

the background rata in a counting experiment need not be ex¬

tended over a counting period very much greater than five times

the normal period used for a total counting rat© measurement»

§3.2 brrors in hagnetic field measurement.

It has been established (Chapter 2) that any systematic

errors in the determination of the momentum of the p-particles
focused at any field setting are negligible. Honever, there

are still random errors in the adjustment of the field to

correspond to any required value of IH , out these were mini¬

mised by examining each spectral point many times. The errors

in the momentum values of the points of the measured spectrum

ware then determined solely by the sensitivity of the spinning

coil mechanism and could be considered small in comparison with

the errors in the counting rate figures.

§ 4. Normalising the continuous 6-spectrum. Momentum
calibration".1 "" """ ""' """"""

In a fixed geometry magnetic /3- spectrometer the

actual range of momentum of the particles detected with

different field settings is not constant, but depends on the

field strength. For a given value of Hp the counter will
detect particles whose momenta lie in a range A(Hp), and it
is the fraction which is a constant, its value depending

P
on the resolution of the instrument aa determined by the various

slit widths and by the source sis®. In order to normalise

the observed distribution of fi- particles it is therefore
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necessary to divide each counting rate figure by the approp¬

riate v&lue of momentum. Since Ih is directly proportional

to the strength of the focusing field and the geometry is

constants it is sufficient in our case to use the values of

IH themselves as the normalising factors, and this procedure

is the one which has been followed.

Momentum calibration was done as described in Chapter 2

by using as reference point^5) the centroid of the P internal

conversion line of thorium B obtained from a source of thorium
• •

active deposit of the same diameter as the thallium sources.

The value of In corresponding to the centroid (found by the

method described in Chapter 2,§8) was 0.3093 amp*, and com¬

parison of this figure with the value of Craig and Dietrich^
for the momentum of the P line (1338.5 gauss om«) yielded the

result

Hp ® 4489 IH gauss cm.
The normalised p-spectrum (with the abscissa scale

expressed in gauss cm.) is shown in fig. 20. A correction

for the effect of counter window absorption was made by using

figures for the transmission factor of a nylon film published
(31)

by Saxon, ' the effect of this correction on the figures for

source B being indicated by the dashed curve.

this value is different from that quoted in Chapter 2.
The change occurred because, prior to the measurements on
thallium, the vacuum tank was removed from between the pole
pieces and was not replaced in quite the same longitudinal posi¬
tion relative to them, the displacement being in such a direc¬
tion as to decrease the field necessary to focus particles of a
given momentum. However, since it has been shown that IH is
strictly proportional to momentum, the only effect of this
change was to alter the value of the calibration factor.
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§ 5* Comparison with theory*

According to Fermi's theory of decay, the number of

^ - particles N(z)d& emitted per second with total energy
(including rest energy) in the range € to (e + d€ ) is given

by
2.

N(e)d€ - const. |Mfa€ (e0-€)3~ FfejG) <=£«= ^

where €, p (the momentum) and €0 (the total energy of disin¬

tegration or the end-point energy of the continuous spectrum)

are in relativistio units. M is the nuclear matrix element

and 1M | is a factor which is characteristic of the initial

and final states of the nucleus. F(Z,€) is the Fermi function

and represents the effect on the emitted particles of the

Coulomb field of the nucleus.

Sine# it is the momentum distribution whioh is measured

with a magnetic spectrometer this equation is raore useful

if expressed in terras of p. In relativiatic units, I

so that €.de - pctf*
Using l\J(f3)df>= N(<£)d€ equation (l) becomes

NCVdLf, = const. M* FCz,t>) cL\> (2)
A plot of JM against € should (If |Mf 1. independent of
£ ) then yield a straight line of negative slope which cuts

the energy axis at £ = £0 • Such a plot is known a3 a

"Fermi plot".

This in fact is the case for "allowed" transitions, or

those for which |m| ~ 1. However there are oases, governed

by the selection rules which hold in the combination of wave

functions, were the matrix element M vanishes to a first
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approximation and terms of higher powers must he used in its

evaluation# In suoh cases (forbidden transitions) the value

of |M} is smaller (by a factor of ~100 for each successive

degree of approximation) than the "allowed" value, and except

in a few special oases it is no longer independent of energy#

The actual form (energy dependence) of |m| depends on the type

of interaction assumed between nucleons and electron-neutrino

field in the nucleus. There are five possible types of inter¬

action - scalar (S), polar vector (V), axial vector (A),

tensor (T) and pseudosoalar (P) - and in order to decide on

which of these is appropriate to atomic nuclei it is necessary

to examine the manner in which the j3-spectra of forbidden
transitions depart from the allowed shape* To facilitate

(32)
such comparison Konopinski and Bhlenbeok modified the

Fermi theory to oover forbidden transitions, their results

being given in terms of "correction factors" by which an

allowed distribution must be multiplied in order to give the

forbidden shapes. These factors are not only more or less

energy dependent, but they also depend on the type of inter¬

action assumed, and to classify an experimentally observed

p- particle distribution it is a matter of using modified
trial and error methods to discover which correction factor is

applicable.
an #v

W© may write the electron distribution forjn " forbidden

transition as

Cor,st- ChC2^) PC2^) (3)

CQ (the correction factor for an allowed transition) is Fermi's
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]MjX factor so that for an allowed transition equation (3)

reduces to equation (2).

f(Z,p) is a function which is proportional to p P.

Its exact form is

PCz,|b) = jpis ^ |rYs+^*i)|z (4)
where s and ^

The calculation of f is laborious if not impossible without

modern computing aids, so several approximations of varying

accuracy have been used in the past. However in 1950

Feister^33^ announced that a computation of f was being under¬

taken by the U.S. National Bureau of Standards. These figures

are now available* so that the drawing of reliable Fermi plots

is very straightforward.

The Fermi plot of the experimental (3-particle distri-
Z04-

bution from T1 is shown in fig.22. The values of I are
o I

those of the normalised momentum spectrum of fig.20 and values

of f are appropriate to 2 => 82, the product nucleus.

Values of p and 6 were obtained from the measured field

strengths by expressing IH in terms of gauss cm. and using
He

kiqC units

£ =Jl + p2 mQc2 units
E » 510.96 (€ - 1) kev.

the figures m0c = 1704*4 gauss cm.

2
and m0c » 510.96 kev,

being calculated using the following valuer for c and e/m.
c - (2.99790 t 0.00006) x 10lfc cm./sec.<34)

e/m « (1.75890 * 0.00005) x 107 e.m.u./gm.^35^
* N.B.S. Aj)plied Mathematics Series.No.13« "Tables for the
Analysis of p-Spectra." June 1952
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The Fermi plot is not linear, so it is immediately obviottg

that the p-transition is not allowed. There is an excess
above the straight line shape in both high and low energy

regions, with a minimum excess near 400 kev. The high energy

end point is near 7^5 kev. In order to classify the

p- spectrum it is necessary to discover which of the Konopinski-
TJhlenbeek correction factors must be used to reduce the distri¬

bution to a straight line.

For first forbidden transitions, the only correctionfactor

which gives a Fermi plot significantly different from a straight

line is that for A or T interaction with selection rule

J = ±25 yes. ("yes" meaning parity change). This is the

factor for which the Z ~ 0 approximation is given by

oc ~ (e*-- i) +

and which in recent years has been found to be applicable to

man;'- p- spectra.
In our case, since the product nucleus of the p-decay

has Z w 82, it i3 hardly accurate to use the low Z approxim¬

ation, and the full expression for the connection factor, which

is the coefficient of <2|Bj-lx in the expression for or q>,!j J

and which we shall call G, is

G = sfL0 +|L,
-where

, , ,

= <±s . L = £ El • g - /77/^>La 2. > Ul IF* > s« V4- (l3V
and F, _ °

* h
B is the nuclear radius in units of

iTTfTIC



The ealoulation of G is difficult, but Dr. H.O.W.

Richardson had in his possession, and very kindly mad© available,

several values of Lj for Z » 83 which were used in work on

thorium C by Martin and Richardson^^, These figures were

(37)
checked by the method of Uaoklin, Lidofsky and Wu and were

used in the evaluation of G with a small correction to account

for the change in Z«

Fig. 23 is the "corrected" Fermi plot obtained by dividing

the ordinate© of fig.22 by appropriate values of It can

be seen that the correction factor removes the high energy

bulge and reduces that part of the distribution to a straight

line. The lower energy excess is however still present, be¬

ginning at over 400 kev. and increasing below this. The

agreement shown in fig.22 between the two sources down to an

energy of about 200 kev. indicates that source thickness dis¬

tortion is not the cause, although the divergence below this

prohibits any definite conclusions being dra?m about the shape

at lower energies. Her can the excess be attributed to

electrons scattered from vacuum tank ?/alls and baffles, since

Owen and CoolP8^have confirmed that at least for energies

greater than 200 kev, there is a negligible chance of scattered

particles reaching the detector of a {?- spectrometer which

employs several sets of baffles for defining the focused sheaf.

It is reasonable however to use the experimentally determined

point3 from the thinner of thetwo sources (source B) for the

lower energy region of the spectrum and those from the

thicker source for high energies, and this is what was done
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when calculating the ordlnates of the plotted points in fig.23.

The high energy end point was found by fitting a straight line

to the points above 450 kev. by the method of least squares.

It is at 7^5 8 kav.

The application of second forbidden correction factors

has also bean considered. Such factors are in general more

highly curved than those for first forbidden transitions and

the only one which depends on energy in a definite manner

(that is for which all but one of the matrix elements vanish)

is that for A or T interaction with selection rale AJ = ± 35

no. This is the coefficient of |S,--fcJ in the expression
ijk

for O2a or T and its low 3 approximation (Dq in Karshak's

notation) is

Several values of this factor were calculated using the

value of 7^5 kev. (€c » 2.457) for the end point energy but

when the ordinates of fig.22 were divided by values of JSi the
resulting plot was markedly convex to the energy axi3. This

indicated that the D2 factor did not fit the facts and the

matter was not pursued further.

Other second forbidden factors do not exhibit a definite

form of energy dependence and in order to associate an observed

3 - spectrum with any of them the best course to follotv is to

raake a plot against energy of the ratio^y, of the experimentally

determined number of particles per unit momentum range (K) to

the number expected according to the Fermi theory for an
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allowed transition (p F (ee-e)^). The resulting curve then

gives the variation with energy of the appropriate correction

factor and theoretical correction factor shapes may he compared

with the experimental curve by one of the methods of curve

fitting. This method was employed by Konopinski and Uhlenbeck

in their attempts to classify the 8- spectrum of radium E and
(39) 36

has also been used by Longmire, Wu and Townes for CI .

Such a plot has been made for Tl"^ and is shown in fig.24*

The experimental curves (shown dashed) were obtained from the

normalised counting rate figures of fig.21, each being divided

by the appropriate value of f (e0-e) . Two values of ^ were

chosen for this plot} eo =» 2*505 giving the upper distribution

and e0= 2.490 giving the lower one. The correction for

counter window absorption is included.

It is now necessary to find, by trial, which of the

theoretical correction factor shapes best fits the experimental

distribution. This method of comparison is very much more

sensitive than the more commonly used one of attempting to

reduce the "raw" Fermi plot to a straight line by the applica¬

tion of a predetermined correction factor, as was done above

(fig.23). 3uch a "corrected" Fermi plot may appear to be of

straight line form, but unless plotted on a very large scale

small deviations from linearity, especially near the end point

where ordinates are small, are not easy to detect. The method

of fig.24 is on the other hand remarkably sensitive to variat¬

ions in Fermi plot ordinates, especially in the higher energy

region, and may be used with more confidene eft o detect dis¬
crepancies between experiment and theory.
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The first correction factor shape to be compared with the

experimental distribution of fig.24 is the one which was used

above, namely the factor G for a first forbidden transition

with A J - * 2; yes. This factor is shown, fitted to the

experimental curves, as curve A in fig.24. It is obvious that

there are discrepancies.

Although no second forbidden correction factor3 have been

calculated here besides the low 2 approximation for that with

selection rule A J no,which has already been found to
(AO)

be inapplicable, the work of A.M. Smith has been invoked.

Smith calculated some second forbidden correction factors,

for transitions involving a spin change of 2, for various mix¬

tures of interactions and applied them to several jj- spectra
of doubtful origin in order to attempt to find a general

interaction mixture which would be applicable to all nuclei.

For Tl^0^ U3eg the experimental figures of Saxon and
(231

Richards and found that a good fit could be obtained between

the experimental distribution and several second forbidden

corx-ection factors, his theoretical curve for a mixture of S

and T interactions being shown in fig.24 as curve B. Its

form was obtained from a small-scale graph in the original

paper, and so cannot be considered to be plotted with high

accuracy*

No third forbidden factors have been considered because

9
the ft value of 5 si 10 makes it appear unlikely that the

$- transition is of a higher- order of forbiddenneas than

the second.
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§ 6, Buntaary arid conclusions.

The non-linearity of the Permi plot of fig.22 indicates

that the f- transition Tl204->Fb204 is not "allowed". Indeed
9

this may he inferred directly from the ft value of 5 t 10 seas.

which places the transition in a second forbidden group accor-

(dl)
ding to the empirical classification of Konopinski . How¬

ever the Permi plot is similar in general form to the well

known 0C-type shape for a first forbidden transition involving

AJ « * 2 5 yes, which has been found to be possessed bjr the

j5>- spectra of several bodies. Although the spectra which
have this shape arise from transitions with widely differing

ft values, it has been found that values of (-1 )ft ere ell

very similar, being of the order of 1040. For Tl204, using
*) A

€0= 2.5, (eo2"~ I 5ft becomes 2*6 x 10 , a figure which is very
/ AO}

close to those for other oc- type transitions.

Application of the <X correction factor (or rather the

full 0, ox5 2jj - shape, factor) has revealed that while the
Fermi plot may be reduced to a straight line over the higher

energy part of its length (above 45° kev), there still remains

a low energy excess of particles which cannot be attributed

either to source thickness distortion or to scattering. This

result is similar to that of Saxon and Richards, who found an

excess below 35° kev, but it is not entirely in agreement with
(29)

the conclusions of Lidofsky, Ilaeklin and Wu who obtained

the 3 jj - shape down to 100 kev. with a large excess below this
figure. The explanation of the observed excess in terras ef a -

partial spectrum to an excited state of Pb2°4 is implausible
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since there is no trace of the "difference" Y^-ray which

would b© expected if such an alternative (9- transition did
occur with appreciable intensity, and to permit a fuller com¬

parison to be made between the experimental results and the

predictions of theory the method of fig,24 has been employed#

The fitting of the first forbidden G connection factor to

the experimental curves has not been entirely successful, and

although the general forms of the two curves are similar,

especially in the high energy region, there are nevertheless

discrepancies which tend to throw doubt on the conclusion that

the factor does fit the observed spectrum even to the extent

indicated in fig.23. Since other first forbidden correction

factor shapes (those for AJ< 2) are approximately linear, so

that the. spectra appropriate to them exhibit the allowed

form, then the non-applicability of the G factor must imply

that the transition is not first forbidden.

.Second forbidden correction factors, except for the case

of a transition involving a spin change of three units (and

possiblyalso for a 0-»-0 transition) do not in general exhibit

a definite form of energy dependence. Thi3 is due to the

fact that for AJ =±2 or±l two or even more matrix elomenta

are permitted by the selection rules and the variation of the

magnitude of the factor with energy then depends on the re¬

lative intensities of these elements in the expression# For

example, the second forbidden correction faotor for tensor

(Gamow-Teller) type interaction Cop, involves the matrix

elements IVy, and Joc.z . For A J => ± 3j no, the
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only one which is permitted is S;ji« , hut for A J - * 2;no, all

except f<x are non-zero. In the special case of a 2-»0 transi¬

tion, Sfjtc; i8 also forbidden so that only 3Jjj and Ajj remain to
contribute to the magnitude of the correction factor. The

evaluation of the faotor than involves making an assumption

about the relative magnitudes of these matrix elements in order

that their respective energy-dependent coefficients might be

added and a definite shape found for the factor.

However there is evidence from many sources that a single

interaction alone might not be sufficient to explain the 3hapes

of all p- spectra and attempts have been made to fit several
observed spectra with correction factors calculated by assuming

(4.0)
various combinations of the five possibilities. A.M. SmithN '

considers linear combinations of interactions and finds the

best mixtures of correction factor shapes which will fit (by

the method of least squares) several f? - spectra whose ft
values appear to place them in second forbidden groups. He

makes no assumptions about the magnitudes of the matrix elements

but simply combines their coefficients in the different cor¬

rection factors in order to obtain the theoretical shape which

best fits an observed distribution.

204
Smith's results for T1 show that the shape of the

p- spectrum obtained by Saxon and Richards nay be explained
well by second forbidden faotors for ?,(8,T),(?,T) and (V,A)

interactions, but not for an (S,A) mixture. Smith's "best

fit" curve has been compared with the experimental results of

the present investigation, and although the agreement is very

much better than that obtained by considering the Cpp factor
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(B;j -shape) especially at low energies, it is still not perfect.
However, it crust be remembered that Smith's least squares fit

was made on a spectrum which indicated a high energy and point

of 783 kev. (eo= 2.535) and the present work has shown that a

better figure is 7^5 kev. (e0~ 2.497). Hie decrease in the

end point, if applied to Smith's mixed correction factor shape,

would probably tend to daorease its curvature, as is required if

better agreement is to be obtained.

It therefore appears, by comparing experimental and

theoretical correction factor shapes, that the observed shape

of the spectrum of p- particles from Tl might be explained
raore reasonably by considering the spectrum as resulting from

a second forbidden transition with spin change of 2, rather

than from one which is first forbidden. A seoond forbidden

9
transition is in better agreement with the ft value of 5 x 10

sec. if Konojjinski• a classification is used, but it is too

high a degree of forbiddenness according to the revised classi-
(43)

fication of lordheira .

In either case, the indicated spin change is 2 and since

we may consider the ground state of the even-even product

nucleus Pb to hr^re sero spin* we mx&t assign spin 2 to the
aoA

"ground Stat© of * But w® must also consider the

question of parity. A first forbidden transition (for all but

pseudoscalar interaction) requires that there should be a

parity change while the second forbidden selection rules say
0.O4-

that no such change should occur. 'Therefore, since Fb
o*

has even parity in its ground state, the assumption of a first



204
forbidden transition assies T1 odd parity while a second

forbidden transition makes the parity even* K full discussion

of the Implications of these two possibilities is given in §7*
jr

From experimental results alone we may only conclude that

the ground state of 71 has spin 2 and decays with jS-emission
of energy 7^5± 3 kev. to the ground state of Pb^°^, with an

/ _^i(30)
alternative mode of deoay by electron capture (< 2%) to

204
Eg j but that the parity must remain in doubt until further

evidence becomes available to make a more definite decision

possible.

§ 7* Eisottaflfloa.
In the theory of |S- radioactivity the interaction between

nucleon and electron-neutrino fields is expressed, in terras of

Dirac's four-component reletivistic wave functions for the

particles. There are five such expressions, and the theory of

allowed and forbidden transitions has been developed for each

of these forms. However there is no physical reason why one

form of interaction should be preferred to any other, and nruoh

recent theoretical work has been concerned with evaluating

additions to the correction factors which arise when a linear

combination of the five invariants is considered. Piers was

first to suggest a linear combination of interactions and he

investigated the effect which such a combination would have on

the allowed distribution, concluding that the combination of

S with V or of T with A would cause the allowed distribution

(l + where c is a constant.
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in fact exhibit the allowed form, then 8«©h combinations are

not permitted# The recent work has then been confined to

attempting to find a general interaction mixture, excluding

combinations (3,7) and (T, A; which will give agreement with

experiment and several different conclusions have been reached#

Horkowski obtained the result that the interaction is approxi¬

mately one part Fermi type (S or V) to two parts Garaow-Teller

type (? or A) while Furaey, who calculated cross correction,

terms for an arbitrary degree of forblddenness and considered

several p - transitions with high ft rallies whose spectra
exhibit the allowed shape, concluded that these transitions may

be explained as first forbidden if the interaction is mainly T

with a small admixture of S or V, or mainly V with an admixture
(40)

of A# A.IT. Smith studied (8-transitions whose ft values

suggest a second forbidden grouping and concluded that the

general interaction is a mixture of ? and f (in the ratio of

approximately two to one), this result agreeing with the

conclusions of Horie and Umesawa who made a detailed study of

ft values for allowed transitions, and also conforming with the

Symmetry principle of Tolhoek and de Groot which states that

the interaction car be combinations of S, A and P only or a

bombination of 7 and f only#

Smith's results, when applied to the experimentally

measured particle distribution from lead to the

tentative conclusion that the spectrum shape may be explained

more reasonably in terms of a second forbidden transition with-

spin change of 2 and no parity change. This conclusion assigns
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204
the T1 nucleus spin 2 and even parity in its ground state.

The shell model predictions for the odd-odd g(Tl nucleus
(43)

give,according to Nordheim, the following alternative con¬

figurations for the odd particles (proton state first);

(- Pj/a) 9 (<Va~P&. ) ' (s'/a- ?sr/x)
All these pairings (using Hordheira's rule for addition of

spins) give the nucleus total spin 2 and odd parity. This

result agrees with the conclusions reached from consideration

of experimental results as regards the spin of the nucleus,

but is opposed to the classification of the /3~ transition as

seoond forbidden. The partial agreement of the shape of the

p - spectrum with the theoretical first forbidden B;j -shape
is more in accord with the shell model prediction since a first

forbidden transition involves a parity change as is required

by theory. While the shell model is perhaps not always en¬

tirely satisfactory for the prediction of the spins of heavy

nuclei, it has not yet been found to be seriously in error in

predicting parities. The parities of nuclei alternate between

odd and even in a very definite way as extra particles are

added outside closed shells, and it is not easy to see hov/ the

good agreement between experiment and theory in 30 many cases

can be reconciled with the present conclusion based on Smith's

work. A large admixture of P-type to the general interaction

mixture, as would be required if the parity rules for second

forbidden transitions were to be reversed, is not probable,

both from the results of the comparisons which have already
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been made between many observed |3- particle distributions and
theory and by the symmetry principle of Tolhoek and de Groot.

It therefore appears that the Tl20^ p - transition rau3t be in
fact first forbidden and that the low energy excess of particles

over the B;j -shape must arise from some other cause.

The results of .Vilson and Curran^'^ on the 0-spectrum
a©3

of Hg suggest an Interesting possibility in connection withoO

this problem. These authors concluded that the 210 kev.

£ - transition from the ground state of Hg20j to the first
201

excited state of T1 at 280 kev. is first forbidden with

AJ = -l,yes and that the unobserved ground state-ground state

transition must be first forbidden oi- type (AJ » -2}yes). The
io3 l(45)

spin of the g|Tl nucleus has been measured as 3 and since
in the proton shall from 5° $0 82 no orbital assignment p(X = I )

is possible, the odd proton is Tl2°3 must be placed in a s^
state. 3y a similar argument and from the conclusion of Wilson

Ao3 Jo3
and Cuxrran that the ground-ground transition ^oHg —

probably involves a spin change of two units, the odd neutron
Ao3 J 04.

in ^Hg may be assigned to a f^ state. low ?(T1 has
ao3

the same proton number as _.T1 and the same neutron number
O I

203
as ^Hg , so it is reasonable to as,sum® that the configura-

204
tions are also similar and that the odd particles in T1 may¬

be given the orbital assignment (si^ - f«y ). This must not
be taken as definite since several cases are known which pro¬

hibit the making of a general rule to the effect that the

addition of an extra odd particle (proton or neutron) to an

odd-even nucleus leaves the orbital state of the other odd
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particle (neutron or proton) unchanged. However this

assignment is one of the alternatives given by Uordheim^3)
and indicates a total spin of 2 arid odd parity for the ground

state of glTia°t
aoA aoa .

The (5- transition 01T1 —>■ Pb ( even-even) then still
Va.

involves the selection rule AJ =* ~2jyes appropriate to an

<X-type transition, but in addition, since the orbital quan¬

tum numbers of the odd particles differ by 3 units, the

^- transition is l-forbidden. There is no published in¬

formation to indicate that such a possibility has ever been

recognised in p-decay and no correction factors have been
evaluated which consider 1-forbiddenness. It is then not

possible to infer whether or not this extra selection rule

might be sufficient to modify the Bij shape to the extent found,

but it is probable that a further degree of forbiddenness of

this type would tend to increase the ft value to a figure

greater than that normally expected for a first forbidden

transition. The suggestion must therefore bo left until

further theoretical work is done.
*

2o4

Finally we will consider the product nucleus Pb .

This nucleus, having even proton and neutron numbers, has aero

spin andoren parity in its ground state and the first excited

state may be assigned spin 2 and even parity. That-this 3tate

does in fact exist has been confirmed by the detection of

electric quadrupole Y- radiation of quantum energy 374 kev.
„ 1oA-

following electron capture in _ M . (The second excited
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state has been assigned spin 7 and odd parity because of the

identification of a <K>5 kev. 35 if-transition, and is the only
(46)

apparent exception to the empirical rule of Soharff-CJoldhaber

that the second excited state of an even-even nucleus has spin

^ 4. Both first and second excited states are isomeric, the
—7 (47)

lifetimes being respectively 3 x 10 sec. and 68 min.)v '

Since the 374 kev. level of _,Fb has spin 2 and even
. ao*

parity, then the p~ transition from 8(T1 (J » 2) to this
level should be very much more probable than the transition

to the ground state (04-), by a factor of ~102 if the Tlc°4
nucleus has odd parity and of~104 if the parity is even*

However the 374 kev. ^ray is not observed in the deoa- of

Tl204 and it must therefore be assumed that the transition

to the 2+ level of Pb204 does not occur. 'Theseason for the

absence of this apparently preferred mode of decay is not

evident, and the case must be considered as another anomaly

which must be left to await solution at a later date#

The position with r.j«d to the p- dooojr of thallium204
is then still a difficult one. The shape of the <5- spectrum

is not entirely in agreement with the assumption of a first

forbidden transition and the assignment of spin 2 to the ground
2.04.

state of 9(T1 is inconsistent with the absence of a

(S- transition to the first excited state of „.„Pb* " Nor
2o4

does the classification of the 8- transition as second for¬

bidden, in accordance with the theoretical work of Smith,

improve the position, sinee such a decision introduces a fur¬

ther disagreement with the predictions of the 3hell model#
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It must be hoped that the advances which are taking place both

in the development of experimental techniques and in theoretical

knowledge will before long enable such anomalies to be ex¬

plained, and that a consistent scheme will be evolved for the

elimination of the many difficulties inherent in the full

understanding of nuclear structure.
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CHATTSR 6.

Measurement of Y-ray ISnergies.

§ 1. Introduction.

Experiments havi been carried out to examine whether the

spheroidal field spectrometer, with its high collecting power,

is suitable for measurements of the energies of Compton elect¬

rons ejected by Y- rays from a target of material of low mean

atomic number. ^he longitudinal position of a radioactive

source is ciuite critical in this spectrometer, as is evidenced

by a plot of counting rate against source position for constant

focusing field (set at such a value that a flat part of a

continuous p- spectrum is focused). With the slit widths
as they are at present, such a "transmission curve" is found

to have a flattish maximum with a relatively sharp drop to

aero counting rate on either 3ide. Pig.24 shows transmission

curves plotted for sources of thorium B (a) y mm., and (b) 3 ma.

in diameter. In the case of (a) focusing is completely con¬

fined to an axial range of 3 mm. while for (b), although the

maximum is not so flat nor the ascending and descending parts

of the ourve so steep, the "sensitive" region of the axial

position is still less than 5 in length. This fact makes

it possible to place a Y~ray source quite close to the

spectrometer source position without the risk that electrons

from it will be focused on to the counter. If a small target

is now placed-at •fttie position then it should be possible to

measure the distribution with momentum of electrons ejected



axial, motion of Source (inm.j
Fig. 25. Transmission Curves

(a) Source diameter Mm.

(h) »» » 3 mm.

Fig,. 26. 3 wm. dia. Polythene Target - Geometry.



from It by Conpton recoil* The possibility of placing the

source vary close to tha target ia an advantage from tha point

of view of intensity while the large angle of amisalon of tha

foouaad electrons means that tha maximum ©wargy of tha Ctxapton

distribution is vary much lass than tha energy of an electron

ejected directly forward#

§2* Pmw.*
fh* energy of the 7- ray which, canoes electrons of

kinetic energy 2 to be emitted at angle 0 with the direction

of incidence ia given bya

Jtv_ _ C€x-Q^
meex ~~ {"€+') cos 0- (€x- i)/z

where 6 =—1+ I is the total energy (including rest energy)

•^pressed in relativistio units. Impressing this in terms of

momentum p (also in relativistio units)

hv
_ ^

woc* {(i+p^ + jjcosB-P
For a spectrometer of the semicircular type, the maximum

Compton electron momentum is that of particles ejected at

angle 0=0® to the direction of incidence of the Y-raya, a©

that from a measurement of this tmximu® the Y- ray energy is

given by
, ('fniX. ,
hv = —j- m0cx

('+ hm**)^ - pm*x + I

In the case of the spheroidal field spectrometer the smallest

angle at which an electron say be emitted in order to enter the

focused sheaf is shout 70° with "the axis, so that, fer a point"

target on the axis and Y-ray® incident along the axis, the
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raaximura Compton electron momentum is that corresponding to

0 - 70°*
A point target cannot "be realised in practice, so that

the minimum ejection angle is in fact smaller than this, de¬

pending on the size of the target and on the distance of the

Y-raar source from it. However, if the geometry of the

Y- ray source/target arrangement is fixed, so that 0 is

precisely known, then the energy of a Y-ray may he calculated

from the end point of the Compton electron distribution.

§ 3» Measurements.
The first experiments were done using as radiator a

small disc (3 mm. in diameter) of thin polythene sheet, suppor-

ted on an aluminium source holder by fine threads. The
f\/ 60
Jr- ray source used was a short piece of 26 3cobalt

wire, 7/3" long, which was mounted in a brass holder and in¬

serted along the axial hole in the spectrometer pole piece.

In order that the Y-ray source might be placed even closer to

the target, the glass window on the end of the vacuum tank was

replaced by a re-entrant perspez window, so that the end of the

Y- ray scarce was 15 ram. away from the target.
*

Fig.26 shows the source/target arrangement and fig.27 is

the particle distribution obtained using it. From the

geometry it would be expected that the end point of the Corap-

ton electron distribution would be at a momentum corresponding

to 6= 68° which for the 1.3 Mev. Y-ray of Co^, is 990

gauss cm. or IH « 0.22 amp. However it can be seen from the
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experimental curve that the distribution found covers a vary

much greater momentum range than this. This can probably be

attributed to electrons ejected from the vacuum chamber walls,

edges of slits and the brass source slide itself. There is

some evidence of an excess with end point near 0.2 amp. super¬

imposed on this background distribution, but because of statis¬

tical uncertainty this cannot be considered significant. It

appeared that the intensity of the electrons emitted from the

target had to be increased in some way if such an excess was to

be measured with any accuracy. The Y- ray background also

was very high so that statistical accuracy in counting was not

good.

For this reason a new target arrangement was devised and

consisted (fig.29) of a flat ring of aluminium foil 5 ram. wide

and of 25 ram. inside diameter mounted on the brass source 3lide

and adjusted so that the electrons ejected from it at approp¬

riate angles would be able to enter the focusing region of the

spectrometer. The correct position for this ring target was

determined by coating it with thorium B and adjusting for

maximum counting rate. After decay of the active deposit the

ring was used as the Compton electron radiator.

The Y- ray source wa3 replaced by a piece of 20 3.W.G.
£q

Cobalt ' wire 6 mm. long and a lead plug with axial hole was

Inserted in the re-entrant perspex window in order to cut down

the stray Y~ radiation. Fig.30 shows the geometry of the

arrangement used. Several approximations had to be mad® when
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caloulating the expected end point of the Compton distribution.

It was assumed that the electrons focused were those emerging

from the target at an angle of 16° to its plane and that the

maximum and minimum values of 0 were as shown. The expected

end points were then: for the 1.1 Mev. Y-ray? IH~0.82 amp.

and for the 1.3 Mev. Y-rayj In~ amp.

Fig.28 shows the experimental curves which resulted from

the measurements.

The main difficulties \7hich precluded aocuraie measurements

were due to direct Y*~ radiation which produced a very high

background counting rate. This would not in itself present

an insurmountable obstacle to good counting statistics, but

because of the geometry of the Geiger counter used, although
-'s ' 'tl. , ■' ■ ' " ; ; ' •

the counter has a flat plateau for focused (3- particles, the

Y- ray plateau Is far from flat, having a slope of as much as

0.2/v per volt. Nor is this plateau constant, since the thres¬

hold changes with time (due partly to slow leakage and partly

to absorption of alcohol in the plastic insulating bushes).
* r'

>.

While these factors are relatively unimportant when dealing

with fooused particles, they assume great importance when
1

quanta are being counted, so that it was very difficult to

obtain good statistical accuracy for the electron counting rate

values.

Curve (a) of fig. 28 is the distribution which was found
.

when the i- ray background figures were subtracted. Curve

(b) is the "spurious distribution" mentioned above and was

obtained by repeating the measurements with the target removed.
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Ourve (o) shows the distribution which appeared when the

source slide was withdrawn, and therefore represents the effect

of vacuum tank walls and baffles. It is evident that a large

part of the background distribution originated in the braes

source slide, so that some new method must be found for mounting

targets if better results are to be obtained by this method.

Fig.23 (a) indicates some asymmetry of the curve in the region

of the expected Compton electron and point, but the points are

not definite enough to permit aocurate measurement.

§4. Discussion.
The above experiments show that before accurate results

can be expected from this type of experiment using the spheroi¬

dal field spectrometer, the following conditions must be

satisfied.

(a) The target must be mounted in some way independently of the

source slide - preferably directly on the perspex window. This

means that there will be little provision for longitudinal

adjustment of the target position, so that the mounting will

have to be dona very accurately.

(b) The Y~ ray background counting rate will have to be re¬

duced and/or stabilised. Reduction could be done by using a

weaker source, but this would obviously reduce the Compton

electron intensity also. The source-counter distance is only

about 10 cm. and the intervening ais already filled with

lead, so not much direct reduction of background can be expected.

One way to overcome this difficulty is to replace the Geiger
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counter with a scintillation counter, and this is contemplated,

A small crystal of anthracene has good scintillation properties

for |3- particles and the Q^-ray background can be minimised
choice of crystal shape and of phofcamltiplier and discrimin¬

ator voltages.

Since the focused particles impinge on the detector

aperture almost at right angles to the axis of the spectrometer,

there is the further possibility of using a cylindrical light

guide which has, instead of a small crystal mounted on its end,

a thin annular crystal in a recess round its surface* This

would greatly reduce the background due to Y- rays because of

the small solid angle subtended by the crystal at the source,

which would be on the axis and at a distance large compared

with the diameter of the cylinder.

bench experiments on the transmission of light pulses

along parapex rode of the necessary length have been success¬

ful in showing that the use of a scintillation counter in the

spheroidal field spectrometer is a practical proposition, and

in fig.31 is shown a suggested construction for the modification#

Sinoe the photomuitiplier is on the axis of the spectrometer

field, any stray flux in its vicinity will be directed mainly

in an axial direotion and should not affect to any great extent

the successful operation of the tube. If it proves to be

necessary, however, screening may be effected by enclosing the

photomultiplier in a double-walled mu-raetal can similar to

those used in the double |3- ray spectrometer described in
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Part II. Work on this modification of the spectrometer is

contemplated in the near future and it is hoped that the

experiments which have been done on the measurement of Y~ ray

energies will, on repetition, yield results which will make the

spheroidal field ^-spectrometer, with its high collecting
power, a very useful addition to the equipment of modern

nuclear physics. The results obtained should also prove

useful in aiding the construction of a

of the spheroidal field type which has

larger S- spectrometer
(48"

already been designed.

/
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CHATTSR 1.

The Oouble ^-Ray Spectrometer.

§ 1« Introduction*
The employment of a double spectrometer to examine

time correlations between particles was first suggested by

Feather and auoh an instrument was designed and constructed.

The original design included Geiger counters as the particle

detectors and coincidence work was successfully accomplished

with sources of thorium active deposit by Feather, Kyles and
(50)

Pringle. In recent years the original spectrometer has

been modified by replacing the Geiger counters by scintillation

counters and an improvement in the resolving time of the

coincidence set by a factor of about 20 has been obtained.

The eleoironic equipment has also been improved so that highly

accurate coincidence studies may now be performed with con¬

fidence. An investigation of the (3-particle spectrum of
(51)

mesothoriura 2 by Eyles, Campbell and Henderson ' " was mad©

with the instrument and was successful in aiding the construc¬

tion of a complicated level scheme for the RdTh nucleus.

A double (3-ray spectrometer consists essentially of two
conventional (in this case semicircular focusing type) spectro¬

meters with a source position which is common to both. The

two instruments are capable of focusing, independently, par¬

ticles of different momenta and the electronic apparatus

associated with the detectors is so designed that coincidence

techniques may be employed for the study of time correlations
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between focused particles.; or between particles and Y— ray

quanta. The use of fixed field spectrometers is advantageous

in that it obviates the necessity for screening the magnetic

field of one instrument from that of the other, as would be

required if instruments of the fixed geometry type were em¬

ployed, and the use of semicircular focusing further simplifies

the design problems by requiring only that a uniform magnetic

field be maintained in a flat rectangular volume.

A disadvantage of semicircular focusing for coincidence

studies is the small solid angle of collection obtainable with

the spectrometers. Such "flat" focusing instruments, while

capable of very good resolution, cannot be expected to compare

in luminosity with instruments of, for example, the lens type,

but this objection is tolerable when the advantages of the

method are considered. For successful coincidence measure¬

ments to be made it is necessary to ensure that a3 great an

intensity as possible is obtained at each of the particle de¬

tectors, and that the resolving time of the coincidence set is

very short. ( A short resolving time means that the frequency

of occurrence of "accidental" coincidences is small). In the

original spectrometer the particle detectors -.'©re Geiger

counters and it was not possible, because of the delay between

the entry of an ionising particle into the sensitive volume of

a counter ana the appearance of the voltage pulse across its
—7

electrodes, to use a resolving time much lass than 5 x 10 sec.

without the risk that genuine coincidences would be lost.

Since it was impracticable further to increase the solid angle



of collection without an undue sacrifice of resolving power,'

the second, stage in the development of the instrument was

concerned with reducing the coincidence resolving time. This

wj|s accomplished "by replacing the Geiger counters by fast

scintillation counters and by using improved electronic equip—
—8

raent, so that the resolving time has been reduced to ~10 sec*

The redesign of the instrument also involved shaping the selec¬

ting slits in order that the greatest possible collecting power

could be obtained, so that a further slight Improvement in

oounting accuracy was indeed made possible.

The problems which it is possible to study with an

instrument such as the one here used are many. Either half

of the instrument may be used as a conventional fixed field

p- spectrometer and |S- spectra and internal conversion
electron lines may be examined in the usual manner. For this

purpose it is a simple matter, by choice of slit widths, to

obtain very good resolution and accurate energy determinations

may be made. When the two similar halves of the instrument

are U3ed in conjunction with one another, however, then its

full potentialities become apparent. Coincidence measure¬

ments between if- radiations and 6-particles of the contin¬

uous spectrum may b© made by focusing electrons of an approp¬

riate internal conversion line on one of the detectors, while
"■jfc

the other detector nay be scanned across the whole available

momentum range. In this way it is possible to separate, in

some "cases, the "partial" (3- spectra which arise from.



|3 - transitions to excited states of a product nucleus. By
performing coincidence measurements between pairs of internal

conversion lines it is possible to decide whether the

r- transitions giving rise to sach lines are competitive

processes or whether they occur in cascade, thereby enabling

level schemes of product nuclei to be constructed.

The proportional property of scintillation counters gives

the instrument a further advantage sine© a certain additional

degree of energy discrimination is possible by choice of

photoiaultiplier voltage and of discriminator bias. This is

particularly useful for the resolving of Y~ radiations of

different energies.

; *

§ 2. Description of the Spectrometer.

The instrument consists of two semicircular focusing

spectrometers mounted "back to Back" so that the source

position is common to both. .Description is best done in

stages and reference should be made to fig.32.

§2.1. The Magnet.

The spectrometer field is uniform in nature and is

produced between the flat vertical pole faces P of a large

permanent magnet designed originally by Cockcroft, Ellis and
(52)

Kershaw. The pole pieces themselves are of high permea¬

bility ateels IT om» x 29 cm. in size, and are separated by an

air gap 5*5 dm. wide. The magnet arras are made from cobalt

steel laminations which are damped together and attached tojk
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U-shaped iron yoke, the magnetic field being adjusted by

passing current (from the 23Or. D.C. mains) through a set of

six energising coils which surround these arms. A current of

15 amp. per coil is required to produce a field of 2000 gauss

in the gap. When the field is to be changed in value (a

necessity since the range of motion of the detectors enables

|3- particles of only a limited momentum range to be focused
at any field setting) the magnet is easily demagnetised by

passing the original energising current in the reverse direc¬

tion. The new field is then obtained by passing the required

reraagnetising current for some 10 seconds. Once the magnetic

field has been set it is found to remain constant for long

periods, a property which is necessary for esperiraents which

require long counting times.

§2.2 The vacuum tank.

This is a flat rectangular brass box, lined internally

with aluminium, and is clamped between the magnet pole pieces

so that the lines of force of the magnetic field are perpen¬

dicular to its largest faces. It is evacuated by continuous

pumping with a two-stage oil diffusion pump.

A square port in the top of the box permits insertion and

removal of an aluminium frame in which are mounted the source

holder and the main selecting slits (symmetrically situated

about the sourcej one abov# and the other below.) This frame

slides in grooves cut in the sides of the box so that accurate

location is automatic. The source holder is a flat rectangle

of aluminium and fits into grooves out in the frame so that
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the length of the source is parallel to the magnetic field.

It may he mounted either flat (parallel to the planes of the

selecting slits) or at 45° to this plane, this latter mounting

enabling a reduction to be made in the effective width of the

source. Two oppositely directed sheaves of particles from

the source are selected by the source slits and are focused

by the magnetic field in the horizontal planes which contain

the detector slits B. These slits are coplanar with their

respective source slits and mask the anthracene crystals C
■ 4?

which are used as particle detectors. All the slits are
'

bevelled so as to minimise the risk of electrons being scattered

from their edges into the focused sheaves.

The port in the top of the vacuum box is sealed with a

neoprine ring mounted on a disc which carries a square-section

aluminium block G. This block is moveable in a vertical

direction, by rotation of horizontal arms, so that it may be

made to cover the upper source slit and so prevent electrons

from reaching the detector slit concerned. It i3 shown in

fig.32 in the fully inserted position. Lead blocks D screen

the detectors from Y-rays emitted by the source. They are

covered with perspex to reduce scattering and are held in

position between grooves in the sides of the vacuum box. These

grooves also support the detectors.

§ 2*3. The scintillation counters.

The actual particle detectors are rectangular crystals of

anthracene - a material which has very good scintillation

properties for p- particles - and each is mounted (using white
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petroleum jelly to provide optical contact) on a horizontal

shelf cut in the end of a 1" diameter perapex light—guide S

16" long. A polished flat cut in the end of the perapex rod

immediately under the shelf and at 45° "to "the axis ssrvaa as

gn additional means of directing light pulses from the crystal

to the photomultiplier which is at hie end of the light-guide

remote from the crystal. 3ach photomultiplier (E.H.I. type

5045) is pressed into contact with the plane end of its pera¬

pex light-guide by a spring which maintains adequate but not

excessive pressure between the photosensitive end-window and

the perspex, optical contact again being ensured with white

petroleum jelly. The photaultipliers are screened from the

field of the spectrometer magnet by double wailea mu-metal cans

H which surround the tubes and each multiplier is encased in

paraffin wax to prevent discharging between the photocathode

connection and the earthed screening can.

Each detector is moved horizontally in and out of the

vacuum box by a screwed flange which engages in an accurately

cut double-start thread of 4 mm. pitch cut on the outer sur¬

face of the phoiomultiplier assembly. The flange is rotated

by a pair of arms A so that the position of the detector may

be set as required, rotation of the light-guide and crystal

during their axial travel being prevented by a pair of lugs

which slide in grooves in the inner surface of the vacuum box.

The radiua of curvature of the particles which enter the detec-

tor is a terminal by the position ef the detector slit ex¬

pressed in terms of the number of turns of the setting screw
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thread. The maximum range of radii of curvature which it is

possible to encompass with the available rang© of motion of the

detectors is 2.7 cm. to 6.3 cm. hut this range is usually

reduced by the necessity for inserting lead screening between

source and detectors.

§ 2.4' Assocluted equipment.
The electronic equipment consists of power units for the

provision of high voltage for the phctoaultipliers, head ampli¬

fiers and pulse-shaping circuits (mounted close to the bases of

the photoaultipliers) and coincidence units. The individual

cointing rates of the two channels of the double spectrometers
'

y ig'' uPf.' ;i • ■. •

are measured by Scaling Units type 1009A, each of which follows

a fast scale of 5» and, in addition to these, two further

scaling units display the occurrence of coincidences between

detected particles within time intervals of ~10 ' sec, and

, -3~ 10 sec * respectively. Elaborate circuits a,re used to

eliminate the counting of coincidences between noi3e pulses

generated in the photomultipliers. These have been described
(53)

in detail by 'fells. '

§ 3• Determination of the momentum of focused particles.

The trajectory of electrons of a specified momentum in

the magnetic field of the spectrometer is circular, and their

momentum nay be defined by the product Hp of the field strength
and the radius of curvature of the path, With a fixed field

8- spectrometer only a single measurement of the strength of
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the magnetic field is required, but the radii of the paths of

the detected particles must be known for all positions of the

detec or slit. The relationship between p and detector
setting is dependent solely on Hie geometrical construction of

the apparatus, but unless source, source slit and detector

slit are of infinitesimally small width it is necessary to

decide in addition which value in the instrumental distribution

covered by a monoenergetic sheaf of particles corresponds to

their tsus momentum. This decision must be made by consider¬

ing the theory of the instrumental line shape which has been

developed in particular relation to the present spectrometer
(54)

by Campbell and Kyles.

The magnetic field strength is determined by rotating a

small search ooil through 180° and measuring the deflection

produced on a fluxraeter, using a distant lamp and scale for

accurate reading. Application of a predetermined "fluxmeter

factor" then gives the field strength. The coil is mounted

in a portable holder which fits into the square hole on top of

the vacuum box and is located by a pin so that its position

between the pole faces is constant. A tabulation of the

radius of curvature of the electron trajectory as a function

of the detector position is then used in conjunction with the

measured field strength to give the Hp value corresponding to
any setting of the detector screw. (Corrections are included

in the table to allow for the deorease in field strength which

occurs in the outer regions of the gap between the magnet pole

faces.)
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§ 4« Normalising the measured counting rates*

With a fixed geometry magnetic spectrometer, such as

the one discussed in Part I, the range of momentum of the

particles detected with an;/ field setting depends on H, so that

normalising of a measured particle distribution is performed

by dividing each counting rate figure by the value of the field

strength appropriate to it.

With a fixed field semicircular focusing jS - spectrometer,
H is constant and the range of momentum of the particles

detected depends on their radius of curvature. Since, how¬

ever, the solid angle of collection of the instrument also

varies with the position of the detector, then a further

normalising factor must be Included to account for this. These

normalising factors have been tabulated, using the method des-
(50)

oribed by Feather, Kyles and Pringle.

§ 5* Detector Characteristics.
The scintillation counters show plateaux (with slopes

from 0.03$ to 0.1$ per volt) in the counting rate/photomultiplier

voltage curves for monoenergetic p-particles of energy greater
than 80 kev., the starting point of a plateau being at a vol¬

tage which depends on the particle energy and which decreases

as this energy becomes greatex*. The plateaux indicate that

the light pulses produced in the crystal by monoenergetic

particles are distributed within a small amplitude range. ffte
counting rate due to radiation increases with photomultiplier

voltage, this being due to the increase in pulse size with

accelerating voltage so that, as the voltage Is increased, more

4
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and more of the small amplitude light flashes occtirring in the

crystal are able to produce electrical pulses which are large

enough to overcome the discriminator bias in the counting

equipment. In order to reduce the background counting rate

due to r- radiation, and since it is safe to assume that a

(} - particle counting rate plateau indicates that the particles

are detected with lOOfZ efficiency, the photoraultiplier voltage

is usually adjusted so as to correspond to the low voltage end

of the plateau for the energy of the partioles being

measured.

For 5- particles of energy less than 80 kav. no plateaux

appear in the counting rate/voltage curves. Although partioles

with energy as 1ow as 30 kev. may be detected, the efficiency

of counting at energies less than 80 kev. is less than 100^>

and decreases with decreasing energy. However, ainoe all the

work described here has been concerned with energies greater

than this lower limit, this loss of efficiency need not be

considered.

§ 6. Collecting power and resolution.

The collecting power and the resolution (defined as ^ )
of a fixed field semicircular spectrometer are both, to a fair

approximation, inversely dependent on the radius of curvature

of the focused particles, so that highest collecting power is

obtainable with the detector close to the sotirce while the

best resolution (a low value of ^ ) occurs with the detector
withdrawn so as to collect focused particles whose paths have

large radii.
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It is possible, by suitable choice of slit widths, to

obtain with either half of the present instrument a solid angle

of collection as great as 1$> of 4^ and corresponding resolutic

of 3$ when the detector is fully inserted (so as to detect

particles with path-radius 3 cm.)* However withdrawal of the

detector to its fullest extent, to a position corresponding to

p =» 6 om., results in a decrease of solid angle to Tfi with
and improvement in resolution to 1«5$.

The dependence of solid angle and resolution on the variou

dimensions of the spectrometer focusing system has been dis-
(55)

cussed fully by Campbell.

n
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CHAPTSa 2.

Coincidence Measurements and Techniques.

§ 1. Introduction*

The primary purpose of the double $-ray spectrometer is

to enable coincidence techniques to be applied to pulses pro¬

duced in the two detectors by focused particles. The energy

discrimination of a p-ray spectrometer is a great advantage
for this type of work, since particles of only a very small

range of anergies may be detected at any time,and time cor¬

relations between particles of well defined energies is made

possible. There are two main types of measurement for which

the double jj- spectrometer is well suited. The first of these
is the detection of coincidences between pairs of Y- rays, the

resolution of a p-ray spectrometer enabling a single

Y- transition to b# examined by focusing on to the detector

the electrons of an internal conversion line associated with it.

If such an electron line produced by internal conversion of a

Y- ray "Y| i3 fcaused on to one detector at the sarae time as

electrons of a similar line, due to another Y- ray,T^, are

fooitsed on to the other, then the detection of significant

genuine coincidences must indicate that the radiations Y(
and Y2. are correlated in time, one following the other during

de-excitation of the same nucleus. On the other hand, the

definite absence of such coincidences leads to the conclusion
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or the lifetime of one or other of them is considerably greater

than the coincidence resolving time. The performance of such

Y-Y coincidence measurements enables level schemes of product

nuclei to be constructed.

The other type of problem with which the double p- spec¬
trometer is well suited to deal is that of measuring coincidence

rates between Y~ radiations and fi- particles. Again a

single Y- transition may be isolated by focusing the electrons

of an internal conversion line associated v/ith it on to one

detector, and the other detector may then be used to examine

the continuous f3- spectrum. Measurement of the coincidence

rates for particles of different momenta incident on the

p- particle detector .111 then yield a distribution of
coincidence counts which represents the spectrum of |3-particles
which are correlated in time with the Y- transition. In this

way it is possible to examine separately the "partial"

|S- spectra which cox»respond to the alternative |5— tran¬
sitions from a parent nucleus to excited states of the daughter.

Many product nuclei possess a large number of excited 3tates

and it is not always a simple matter to identify the different

partial fJ- spectra by straightforward jj- spectrometer
measurements. Such coincidence techniques are therefore of

great value in aiding their separation.

As an alternative to the identification of individual

Y- radiations by observing internal conversion electron lines

associated with-fees, the proportional properties of a scin¬

tillation counter may be used in order that Y- ray quanta may
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be detected directly. Such a procedure however necessitates

the provision of a considerable amount of extra electronic

equipment if quanta of a definite energy are to be detected

uniquely. Nevertheless it is possible with the existing
the

apparatus to choose the phot©multiplier voltage so that/only
radiations which are detectable are those of energy greater

than a definite minimum. In this way a certain amount of

energy discrimination is possible and Y-Y and /5-Y coincidence
measurements similar to those described above may be performed

with one of the detectors employed as a direct Y- ray countex*.

The advantage of such a procedux'® is that a greater momentum

range may be encompassed by the particle detector than is

possible when both detectors are used to count focused particles

The techniques and conditions required for the performance

of the above types of experiment are outlined below, together

with accounts of subsidiary measurements and adjustments which

are required during the course of a coincidence stud;-. The

remarks are general ones, being applicable in any set of ex¬

periments in which such coincidence techniques are used to

provide information about nuclear energy levels. The applica¬

tion of the methods to a particular problem is dealt with in

Chapter 3#

§ 2. Definition of terms and symbols.

In all the work which follows, a coincidence rate is

given as the mean number of coincidences detected in a count!ng

time of 10 minutes.
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The "genuine'1 coincidence rate G is the difference between

the observed "total" coincidence rate T and the estimated

"accidental" coincidence rate A which is calculated from the

observed single channel counting rates and the resolving time

f of the coincidence set as described in § 6*

\7e shall use the symbol x/Y for the genuine coincidence

rate between particles X counted in channel 1 and particles

Y counted in channel 2. X and Y may both be composite in

nature. For example

means the genuine coincidence rate obtained when channel 1

detects internal conversion electrons of a line L, , Q - par¬

ticles of the continuous spectrum of the same momentum, and

f- ray quanta, at the same time as channel 2 detects internal

conversion electrons of another line La , p - particles of the
same momentum as L2 , and Y- ray quanta. 'The meaning of the

various symbols of this type used below may be inferred without

difficulty from this example.

§ 3. Coincidences between Internal conversion electrons of
different lines.

The first requirement for measurements of this type is

that both the internal conversion lines examined must be of

high intensity. Since the collecting power of the semicircular

focusing spectrometer is small, and also because of the presence

of a background of coincidences between J3 - particles of the

counting periods are required to give even moderately good
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statistical accuracy unless the conversion lines are strong

ones. Also, stiitabla pairs of conversion lines for this type

of experiment must be of such energies that they may both be

focused, at the 3ame field setting, within the available range

of motion of the detectors. Such requirements rather limit

the applicability of the method but, fortunately, suitable

conversion lines are often available.

The source and its basking nrust be thin in order to enoura

that focused particles are transmitted with negligible energy

loss and the source strength should be ohosen 30 that the rate

of occurrence of accidental coincidences is not greater than

that of genuine coincidences. (The optimum conditions are

obtained when these two rates are equal.) At the same time,

however, the source must not be so wealt that excessively long

counting periods are required to achieve the required statis¬

tical accuracy. Since the rate of eeourrenoe of geniune co¬

incidences depends on the product of the solid angles of col¬

lection of the two halves of the double spectrometer, then the

highest possible oollecting power is desirable and resolution

may be sacrificed to a certain extent fox' its attainment. The

width of the eouroe need not, therefore, be very small. How¬

ever to increase the linesbackground ratio and also in cases

where it is necessary to separate an internal conversion line

from a closely spaced neighbour, improved resolution may become

obligatory and so the slit widths should be chosen to give the

best compromise between these conflicting requirements, with

the proviso that high collecting power is usually the more
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important of the two. The counting rates due to Y~ radiation

from the source should be minimised by using the greatest

possible thickness of lead screening between source and detec¬

tors.

Let us suppose that electrons of an internal conversion

line Lj are focused on to the detector of channel 1 and that

channel 2 has been adjusted to collect electrons from another

line Lz . Reference may be made to fig.33 which represents

a part of the fJ-spectrum of ThC"D with two internal conversi
lines superimposed upon it.

The genuine coincidence rate, obtained from the measured

total coincidence rate by subtracting the most probable rate of

occurrence of chance coincidences, is then

(a) -v)
This includes not only L,/Lz, the required coincidence rate

between internal conversion electrons of the two lines, but

also genuine coincidences between electrons, (8- particles of

the continuous spectrum, and Y- ray quanta, and to correct for

these unwanted coincidences we must make the following additional

measurements 3

00

M ((,+r)/(i*t/W)
(4) (f.+»)/(fiflY)

and use

L,/hz - (a) + (d) - (b) - (o) *
Now fiz are fi - particles ox the same momentum a3 the

* Proofs

(L,*f,**)/CL^frY) = L, /Lx+ L,/(fe*) + (^Y)j(^^y)
*ncL (*-,+p,+v)l(fix+r) +r) + (p,+*)/(p*+x)

l, jLz = - (Vfi+y)/^+*)- (f,+v)/(i-^+y)



Fig.33

internalconversionunesoftlic"p
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electrons of line so that (bt+pf*-*) (fa**'*) mat be obtained
indireotly, the procedure being as follows.

The detector of channel 2 is moved through a small distance

in the low-momentum direction so that electrons of the line

are no longer counted. (The "off line (low)" position of

fig«33.) and coincidences are recorded for the required time.

After the completion of this measurement, the detector is again

moved, this time to a position an equal distance from thepeak

of the line in the high momentum direction (the "off line (high'

position of fig.33) and a further counting measurement is per¬

formed. These two measurements give the coincidence rates

(e) (L.+P,+v3/(P^y) Low

(f) + High

and the required coincidence rate (b) is then obtained from
, . (e) + (f)
(b) » 1 2 A ■'

This procedure assumes that the part of the continuous

6- spectrum covered by a line profile is linear, an assumption

which is justified to a first approximation.

A similar procedure is necessary to obtain the figures (o)

and (d), the individual measurements being:

(s) Lov</ /(gx+p»+y)
(h) (p,+V)J4.3K .

and (i) "

(i) o^..

(c)

§4. Coincidences between electrons of an internal conver¬
sion line an i $ - particl e s of tlie cont inuou s

For such measurements only a limited momentum range is

available. This range is determined by the momentum of the
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internal conversion electrons with which it is desired to

correlate a (3- spectrum and hence by the field strength which

must be used to enable these electrons to be focused. This

limitation combined with the need for an intense conversion

line is sufficient to confine the application of the method to

only a few suitable cases.

Once again the source and its backing and covering foils

must be thin and the particle detector should subtend as

great as possible a solid angle at the source, good resolution

being of minor importance. The half of the spectrometer used

for conversion line detection should on the other hand be ad¬

justed to give moderately good resolution with the modifying

requirement of adequate collecting power to yield significant

coincidence rates. The source may be of appreciable width

and the greatest possible thickness of lead should be inserted

between source and detectors.

Channel 1 should bu used as the 8- particle spectrometer
I

because of the provision of a shutter to cut off focused par¬

ticles from its detector.

The coincidence measurements required are then

(a) (fJr+y)/(L. + p+ir)
(b) (pT+y)|(p+jr)
(c) Y/(mf-nr)"
(a) yup+v)

from which f^r A 68 (a) + (®0 ~ (b) - (°)
(h) and (d) must be obtained indirectly as described in § 3.
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Values of pr/L are obtained at different settings of the
detector of channel 1 and the distribution of coincidence rates

with momentum is obtained by U3ing the momentum calibration

described in Chapter 1« The coincidence rates are normalised,

in the same way as the counting rates for p-particles of a
continuous spectrum with a single p- spectrometer, by applying
tabulated normalising factors,and analysis of the distribution

may be done by constructing a Fermi plot. If the momentum

range examined is adequate, then such a Fermi plot will indicate

the high energy end-points of the partial |3 - spectra associated
with the Y-transition appropriate to the internal conversion

line used.

§ 5* Soincidences between Y- ray V1uanta arid S- particles.

With the existing electronic apparatus it is possible to

obtain a limited amount of resolution of Y- radiations of

different energies by choosing the photoraultiplier voltage so

that only Y- ray quanta with energy greater than a certain

minimum are able to produce pulses big enough to overcome the

discriminator bias in the counting equipment. By employing

one of the detectors of the double p- spectrometer for Y-ray
counting it is then possible to perform d-V coincidence

measurements similar to -those described in §4* The advantage

of this type of measurement is that the range of momentum of

the particles focused in channel 1 is no longer limited

by the energy of the Y- rays detected by channel 2, so that

p-V coincidence measurements are possible over the entire con-
I

tinuous /3 - spectrum.



For measurements of this type both detectors should

subtend large solid angles at the source. The slit widths of

channel 1 should be chosen to give high oollecting power and

the Y-ray detector should be moved as close to the source as

possible, its slit being blocked so as to obstruct focused

particles. In order that the solid angle of collection of

f$— particles might be further increased, the source should be
(54)

displaced, as deduced by Campbell and Kyles , by half its

effective width towards the image. The Y- ray counting rate

in the p- particle detector should be reduced as much as

possible.

The coincidence rates required are then

(a) (pf- + 10/
(b)

whence 35 ^ *"

Yv represents Y-ray quanta of all energies greater than

the minimum detectable when the phcfconultiplier voltage is V.

'jfyie resulting distribution of coincidence rates with

p- particle momentum may then be analysed by the usual
methods.

§ Subsidiary Measurements.

§ 6.1 Estimation of the chance coincidence rate.

xhe frequency of occurrence of "accidental" coincidences

depends on the single channel counting rates and on the coinci¬

dence resolving time according to

« 2nin2T

where n^, n^ and ng are in counts per second. An estimate of
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n_4 for measured counting rates n^_ and n2 than requires an

accurate value for t.

§6.2 Measurement of the reaolvin,, time.

If it can be ensured that the events producing pulses

in the two detectors of the double p- spectrometer are com¬
pletely uncorrelated in time, then the measured coincidence

rate between those pulses must be due to chance coincidences

alone. This may be arranged by siting two independent Y-ray

sources, one close to each detector, with such screening arrange¬

ments that the source near the detector of channel 1 does not

affect the detector of channel 2 and vice versa.

The resolving time r of the coincidence set is then

given by

The positions of the Y~ ray sources should be adjusted

so that the single channel counting rates are high without

being great enough to cause appreciable losses of counts to

occur because of the finite paralysis times of the scaling

units.

It is necessary,ir to redetermine the resolving: times of
<3

both 10"' sec. and 10 sec. coincidence units frequently

during a series of coincidence measurements, since t does not

ahi constant but varies with photomultiplier voltage and

other factors.

§ 6.3 Hatching: the channels.

This adjustment is performed by setting the relative

time delay between pulses in the two channels so that all
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genuine coincidences are recorded. A radioactive source

is used to provide detectable pulses and the rate of arrival

of genuine coincidences is plotted against the delay, com¬

parison of the genuine coincidence rates obtained with resol¬

ving times of 10""^ sec. and 10*"® sec. being made to ensure

that delayed coincidences do not occur. If the two sets of

coincidence rates agree with one smother then correct matching

of the channels is obtained at a delay setting corresponding

to the flat-topped peak of the resulting curve.
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cTiAru'sn 3.

Coincidence Keasurements on the B-and Eradiations of ThC'S.

§ 1. Introduction.
/ A°9 , -

Thorium C" (8, T1 ; is a p-emitter with half value
period 3.1 min. and since the decay is accompanied by intense

K- radiation the j3- spectrum is probably complex, consist inS
of partial j$- spectra associated with alternative ^-transi-
tions to several excited levels of the product nucleus Thi)

*
v • .

( Ph"Z05r). The T-radiations emitted during the de-excitation

of ThB may be studied by using sources of tlioriura active deposit,
.

but the presence of |J- particle distributions from ThB and
ThC makes the examination of the p- spectrum of ThC" very
difficult unless coincidence techniques are employed.

ifart in, Hicharuson and studied the p- spectrum
direotly with a semicircular focusing p- spectrometer using
sources which were successively reactivated by oc- particle

recoil from an open source of thorium (8 + C + C")« The

short half value period of the body, together with the presence
■

in the sources of other recoil fragments, complicated the

measurements greatly but these authors succeeded in obtaining

a (3- particle distribution which indicated that the g- spectrum
of ThC" was indeed of a complex nature. Comparison of the

shape of the measured p- spectrum with that expected from
theory was done using two previously proposed level schemes

for the nucleus of ThS (due to Itch and atase^-^ and to

Oppenheimer^ ' ^) but neither scheme gave a theoretical
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diatribution which fitted the experimental points adequately.

Richardson'5?) then proposed a revised scheme which was apparen-

tly more consistent with the shape of the experimental p- spec¬
trum arid which agreed with the uncertain evidence \vhich existed

at the time on the intensities and multipole character of the

Y- radiations. He gave several sets of spin and parity

assignments for the energy levels and later work by Martin and
(60)

Richardson ' enabled all but one of these alternatives to be

rejected. The level scheme finally decided upon by these

authors is shown in fig.34*

k-ss -

Sbin
tm*

Rm-ity

3.71 -

S«-

3-20-

3<a-

M
N>v pvf

■n+

• 3+

3+

■ft

VX

0+

Fig.34*

More recent results, both experimental and theoretical,

have shown that the spina assigned by Martin and Richardson to

the energy levels of ThD may require revision, and because of

the need for more definite information about the nuclear states

of this body, a coincidence study v/as undertaken using the
'

double p~ spectrometer. The results of the measurements
which have been mad® have bean sufficiently conclusive to in¬

dicate that a modification of the level scheme of the ThD

nucleus is necessary, and a new scheme is proposed which is
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consistent not only with the results of this investigation but.

also with the other evidence which has accumulated since Martin

and Richardson published their findings.

§ idjuotment of the Spectrometer.

The sources used during the coincidence measurements on

the p- and Of- radiations of thorium CD were of thorium active

deposit prepared by electrical collection from a dry emanating

aource of radiothorium on to thin ribbons of aluminium foil as

described by Feather, Kyle3 and Pringle^ . T^© source

dimensions were 6 mm. x 1 mm, and each was covered with a strip

of aluminium foil of the same thickness as the backing

(0.2 mg/ora.2) so that it was included in an aluminium foil

sandwich. This ensured that particles emerging from either

face of the source would penetrate equal thicknesses of metal

and also that there was little chance of source material being

lost by recoil. All the sources were mounted flat, i.e.

parallel to the planes of the source slits, since the need for

high collecting power rather than good resolution rendered

unnecessary the "tilting" of the source to reduce its effective

width.

In all the coincidence measurements a high solid angle of

collection v/as ensured by employing source slits of 1 mm. width.

Each counter slit was 2.5 cm. long and the width was 1.5 mm,

for internal convei'sion line measurements and 2 ram. or greater

for continuous d- spectrum work. The detectors were single
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voltages were adjusted during each phase of the measurements

to such values that the tubes were operated at the low voltage

ends of the respective ^-particle plateaux for the energies
concerned. The thickness of lead shielding between source

and detectors was chosen at all times to give the best com¬

promise between Y- ray counting rate in the particle detectors

and their available range of motion.

The resolving times of both 10"*^ sec. and lO""® sec.

coincidence sets we*x redetermined after each change in photo-

multiplier voltage by the double source method described in

Chapter 2 9 § 6.

.

§3• Coincidence measurements between internal conversion
electrons of different line3.

The measttrements of this type which could be performed

were limited by the availability of pairs of conversion lines

which were of sufficiently high intensity and whose energies

v/ere such that both members of a pair could be focused with the

same magnetic field.

Those examined were (using the notation of Sllis) the

G(Hp = 1594 gauss cm.), L(2603 gauss cm.) and M(2887 gauss cm.)

lines.

§3*1 Coincidences between electrons of the L and M
conversion lines.

The L electron line is the result of internal conversion

of the 1(510 kev.) Y~ ray in the K-shell of the ThD atom while

the 1 line is~of double origin, heiag"prodttced^^^41^ by-4.r^-

conversion of the L Y- ray and partly by Z conversion of the

li(582 kev.) Y-ray.

Both lines were focused with a field strength of 600 gauss
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and. coincidence measurements were performed as described in

Chapter 2 §3* Table IX gives a representative set of experi¬

mental res-'Its which illustrates the complex5 ty of the measure¬

ments and the final figures from three sources are given below

5!aoh source provided three sets of experimental figures similar

to those of Table IX(b) ^
Source No.

3

1
Normalised to

2 7«5 ± 5«9 )■ same source
strength.

The final result for the number of L/M coincidences in a

10 minute counting period, obtained from the mean of these

three figures weighted as the reciprocals of the squares of

their standard deviations, is

L/M » 7.1 ± 2.9

This result indicates that genuine prompt coincidences do

occur between electrons of the L and M conversion lines and

that the L and M Y- transitions follow one another during

the de-excitation of the thorium 3 nucleus.

§3.2 Coincidences between electrons of the 0 and L
conversion lines.

<n I l—III >11. Il1.ll i IMIMI UllIII »iMi .Will

The G electron line is the result of internal conversion

of the G(277 kev.) T- ray in the K shell of the Thh atom.

The G and L internal conversion lines were focused with a

field strength of 475 gauss and the results of the coincidence

measurements with four sources are given below, each source

providing three sets of experimental figures.



Source Ho.

4

5

6

7

The weighted mean of these four figures is

G/L « 1,7 ± 1.7

This result is of doubtful significance. It is difficult

to conclude with certainty whether genuine coincidences do or

do not oocur between electrons of the G and L conversion lines,

although it is probable that they do. The G and L Y-transi-

tions may be placed tentatively in cascade but further evidence

is necessary before this assignment can be considered as

definite.

■

, .

§3.3 Coincidences between electrons of other conversion
lines.

The G and T,I conversion lines could not be focused with

the same field strength, so no coincidence measurements between

their electrons were Tiossible. Other internal conversion

lines associated with the Y- transitions of ThD were either of

insufficient intensity to yield measurable coincidence rates or

their momenta were unsuitable.

However, a series of coincidence measurements similar to
*

those described above was performed on electrons of the

.3(1107 gauss cm.) and H(l691 gauss cm.) conversion lines of

ThBC which were both focused with a field strength o? 310 gauss.

—123—

oA

3.2 * 3.4

3.2 ± 3.2

0.0 * 3.1

1 e 0 ^ ^
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These two lines are respectively the results of K conversion of

the E(115 kev.) and H(299 kev.) Y~ rays of ThC and the co¬

incidence measurements yielded the result

S/H » 18.0 * 5»0

indicating that the E and H Y- transitions occur in cascade

during the da-excitation of the ThC nucleus.

This result is unconnected -with the main investigation of

the radiations of fhC"D but w%a performed because (a) the

sources of thorium active deposit ware suitable for such a

measurement and (b) the double 8-spectrometer was adjusted

for line/line coincidence measurements. The result confirms

the conclusion of Martin and Richardson^ that the E and H

Y~ transitions follow one another in the ThC level scheme.

§ 4* Coincidence measurements between internal conversion
electrons and 6 - particles of the continuous
spectrum.

During these measurments channel 2 of the double

8- spectrometer was used to focus electrons of an internal

conversion line while ohannel 1 was employed to examine the

continuous p- spectrum over the momentum range available.
The measurements described were performed with the object

of identifying partial p- speOtra associated with the L and M
V- transitions.

§4.1 Coincidences between electrons of the L conversion
Un.»d p- particl83.

The magnetic field strength was TOO gauss, so that the

peak of the L conversion line was focused in channel 2 at a



detector screw setting of 5 turns, corresponding to p = 3.7 cm.
^his enabled channel 1 to detect j}- particles with momenta in
the range 2600 to 4400 gauss cm.

|3 /line coincidence measurements were performed as described
in Chapter 2 § 4 and yielded a distribution of coincidence rates

which was analysed, after the figures had been normalised, by

the construction of a Fermi plot, using the F.B.3. tables of

Fermi functions (see footnote p.68). This plot isshown in

fig®35* ^be statistical uncertainly in the ordinates is large,

but the fitting of a straight line to the points by.the method

of least squares indicates that the high energy end point of

the distribution is at 1.03 * 0.1 liev. ( e0 = 3.015) and there¬

fore reveals the existence of a jS- transition of this energy

to a level of ThB whioh is de-ezcited, either directly or in a

process of cascade emission, by the L Y- transition.

§ 4.2 Coincidences between electrons of the !i conversion
line and p- particles.

The magnetic field strength was 780 gauss, so that the

peak of the M conversion line was focused in channel 2 at

p = 3.7 cm. The momentum range available for examination with

the detector of channel 1 was therefore 2800 to 4900 gauss cm.

The Ferrai plot of the measured p/ line coincidence rates
is shown in fig.36. The results are rather unsatisfactory.

Statistical errors are large and the available range of motion

of the p- particle detector was not great enough to enable the
distribution to be extended to energies greater than £ =
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The high value of the point at 6 = 2.92 may he attributable to

(3 — particles entering the detector after scattering from the
walls of the vacuum chamber; an effect which is known to

ocour when the detector is positioned so as to collect particles

with radii of euxwrature near the maximum of 6.3 ora. It is

nevertheless possible to detect the probable occurrence of

a change of slope near € =» 2.7. The lower energy distribution

may be due partly to the partial p- spectrum which has already-
been found to be associated with the L Y- transition while the

higher energy distribution, which extends to values of 6

greater than it was possible to examine, no doubt includes the

p - spectrum found by Martin, Richardson and Hsti with end
point at 1.792 Kev. ( = 4*507)» It is not possible, from

the observations, to deduce the existence of other partial

p- spectra.
§ 4*3 Coincidences between electrons of other conver¬

sion lines and p-particles.
Ko other internal conversion lines associated with ThD

were suitable for |3/line coincidence measurements. The
energy of the G conversion line is too low to permit an ad¬

equate momentum range to be covered by the (3-particle deteotor

and the P and X conversion lines are not of sufficient intensity

to yield significant coincidence rates.

§ 5« Coincic-snces ^atv/een Y-ra,y quanta and 6- particles
of the continuous spectrum.

Since the X(2.614 Mev) Y- transition of Thf occurs once

per disintegration of ThCH and its internal conversion
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ooefficient Is small, then almost all the (J-particles emitted

during the decay of ThG" must be followed by Y-ray quanta of

this energy. The 2.614 Hev. Yray is by far the most ener¬

getic of the Y~ radiations of thorium (B + C + C") so that

ohoice of photonrultipliar voltage enables it to be resolved

uniquely by a scintillation counter'. Coincidence measure¬

ments between X Y-ray quanta and |3- particles should then
yield the complete composite $- spectrum of ThC".

I

Attempts have been made to carry out such measurements, in
I

the manner described in Chapter 2 § 5 but the results obtained
were inconclusive because of prohibitively large statistical

uncertainties in the coincidence rates. This was due mainly

to the sraall physical siae of the anthracene crystal used as

the direct Y-ray detector and before more definite results

can be expected the solid angle subtended by this detector at

the source must be increased. This requires the fitting of a

larger crystal with consequent modification of the channel 2

detector assembly.
K ■

§ 6. Interpretation of coincidence measurements.

We will consider the results of the coincidence measure¬

ments in relation to the level scheme proposed by Richardson

for the ThD nucleus, (fig.34)

The energy difference between the ground skates of ThC"

and ThD is 4*995 Mev. This figure is obtained from the known

06- particle energies and the p-ray -nergy of ThCC* and

means that the 1.792 Mev. p-transition from ThC" found by
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Kartin, Richardson and Hs$ must occur to an excited level o?

ThD at 3.203 Her. above the ground state. The energy of this

level corresponds to the sua of the energies of the X(2.62 Mev.)

and 11(0.582 Mev.) Y- rays if due allowance is made for ex¬

perimental error and, since it is known that the X T-transi¬

tion occurs once per disintegration, the 1" and X transitions

may be placed a3 shown. The sum of the energies of the M and

0(0.277 Mev.) /-rays is equal to the energy of the P(0«859 Mev.)

Y-ray so the 0 and V /-transitions then fit into the scheme

if a third excited level is postulated at 3.48 Msv. Thar© is

no evidence from experiment for a j8- transition of energy
1.51 Mev. which might excite this level. If the L(0,pl0 Mev.)

Y- transition is inserted as in fig.34 then the fourth excited

level of Thl) is at 3.71 Mev. and,from energy considerations

alone, the weak S,^ (0.234 Mev.) Y~ transition may also be

placed so as to de-excite this levsl. The energy of the

p-transition required to excite the 3*71 Mev. level is then
1.28 Mev. and again there is no experimental evidence for its

occurrence. Richardson suggested a further high-energy level

(shown dotted) at about 4*55 Mev. to account for- a low energy

excess of particles in the j3- spectrum measured by Martin,
Richardson and Hsu and pointed out that the existence of this

level may be consistent with the 7/eak Y-radiation of quantum
(6l)

energy 1.35 * 0.02 Mev. detected by Alichanow and Dzelepow.

The results of the coincidence measurements may now be

cons

y~ transitions occur in cascade agrees with the existing
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level scheme and thus definitely disproves the schemes of Itoh

and Watass and of Oppenhelmer, both of which considered tb®

L and II Y~transitions as competitive processes. Further, the

ft-Y coincidence measurements have shovn that the |8- transition
■which is followed by the L Y- transition is also associated

in time with the X T~ trans tion, and the fact that the

coincidence rate distribution also includes a higher energy

|3- spectrum indicates that the X Y- transition follows the L«
The detection of a partial ft - speotrum with end point at

1.03 * 0.1 Mev. associated with these Y radiations requires

that an energy level should exist at 3± 0.1 hev. above the

ground level of ThD. There is no level of this energy in the

scheme proposed by Richardson.

The placing of the L and G Y-transitions so as to excite

the 3.20 Mev. level may not be entirely in agreement with the

Y-Y coincidence measurements on these two radiations, but the

measured G/L coincidence rate is not definite enough to exclude

the existing placing with certainty. However the cascade

emission of the L and G Y- radiations would indicate an energy

level at 3.99 Mev. which is consistent with the occurrence of

a ^-transition of energy ~1 Tiev.
Richardson*s level scheme does not include the wealc

Ec(234 kev.) and Fh(241 kev.) Y- rays. If these two transi¬

tions are inserted so as to excite the 3.71 Mev. level of fig.

34 then two closely spaced levels are necessary at 3.92 Mev. and

3.95 Mev. (3- transitions of 1707 Mev. and 1.04 Mev. to thee©
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levala would then be in agreement with, the existence of the

partial (5-spectrum found to b© associated with the L Y-branoi-
tion.

The weak 1.35 Mev. «- ray would fit into a scheme which

includes a level at about 3.95 Mev.
: i: • .■% • '..." .

§T» A revised level scheme for the ThD nucleus,
The two possible level schemes suggested by the detection

of a 0- transition with energy ~1 Mev. are shown in fig.37.

(a) is Richardson's scheme with the two new levels inserted

and (h) 1b the modified scheme with the L and Q Y~ transitions

placed in cascade. Scheme (b) does not include- the weak

B0> E& o- T- rays.

In order that a decision say be made between these two

alternatives, we mu3t consider the spins and parities of the

levels and the intensities of the f3- and Y~ transitions.

§7.1 3tdn arid parity assignments.
The spins and parities of the levels of the scheme of

fig. 34 were assigned on the basis of the resuite of experi¬

mental measurements on the s~ radiations cf ThD by J'art in and

Richardson^^ The ground state of the even-even ThD nucleus

may be assigned gero spin and even parity and since the K-shell

conversion coefficients of all the Y- radiations are too large

for electric dipole radiation, then no parity changes should

occur and the excited levels should all have even parity.

Further, the assignment of the same parity to all the levels—

means that if any one of the (3- transitions from ThC" is
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allovved by tlie selection rules, "then all other ^-transitions
must be allowed or second or fourth forbidden since an odd orde;

of forbiddenness requires a change of parity. Martin and

Richardson concluded from the measured internal conversion

coefficients that the Z Y-ray was magnetic dipole and that the

M Y-ray was electric %uadrupole, the other Y- radiations

being mixtures of BD. and E2, requiring a spin change of 1 or 0

with no parity change. Hies-- conclusions were sufficient to

permit the spin assignments shown in fig.34 and to indicate

that the ground state of ThC" must have spin 4 and ever, parity.

Ho. ever a measurement of the pair production coefficient
/ (62)

of the X i~vai/- by dlatis and SiegbaLn has shown that the

radiation is electric cuadrupole, so that the X Y-transition

should Involve a spin change of 2. This makes the 2.61 KeVf
level of ThD 2-v and the 3*20 Kev. level 4*} a result which has

been confirmed by y~y angular correlation measurements by

fetch and Johns^ ^ and by Y-Y polarisation correlation
/ /* r* \

measurements by Kraushaar and Goldhaber. The assignment

of spin arid parity 3-f to the 3.43 T'ev. level by Martin and

Richardson was inconsistent with their conclusion that the P

Y~ray was a mixture of 32 and Ml radiation, but the discrep¬

ancy between the measured K conversion coefficient and the

theoretical value for 32 radiation of quantum energy 859 kev.
^ 66)

given by Rose et al.v was attributed to experimental error.

* The most recent figure i'or the energy of the X Y-ray,
determined by Lindstrom/6,3^ is 2.61425 ± 0.00050 Mev.
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The revised apin and parity assignments of 2+, 4+ and 3+ for

the first;, second and thirdexclted levels respectively are now

in agreement with the nrultipole character of the X(32), M(S2)»

P(M1+3S2) and G(M1+B2) /-rays.
The assumption that the 1.79 Mev. B-transition to the

3.20 Hev. (4+) level is allowed With A3" =>±1 or Oj no,restricts

the spin and parity of the ground state of ThC" to be 4""- or 5+

since a 3+ assignment would be inconsistent with the absence

of an allowed (S-transition to the 2.61 Mev. (2+) level. The
shell model prediction for the spin and parity of the ThCrt

. roe (43)
( £,T1 ) nucleus, using either Nordheim's orbital assign¬
ments for the odd particles (sy4- Qy%) or the alternative
(sy^— iii/a,)» is 5+ hut, because of the possibility that the shell
model may not be entirely faultless in predicting the spin of

a heavy nucleus, the 4+ alternative cannot *be rejected with

certainty. If we assume for the moment that the 5+ assign¬

ment is reasonable, the B- transition to the 3.20 Ilev. level

is then allowed with A-T «* -1 and that to the 3»4S Mev. level

i3 second forbidden with AJ » -2. The uppermost level must

then have spin 4» 5 6 if the 1 Mev. fi- transition is to be

allowed, and in the case of scheme (b) of fig.37 the spin of

the 3.99 Mev. level ia restricted to 4 by the multipole charac¬

ter (M1+E2) of the L Y- ray which requires AJ ®±1 or 0,

Pop scheme (a) of fig. 37 the 3»71 Hev. level may be assigned

spin 3, 4 or 5? a definite decision not being possible since

little io known of the nature of the weak Sy Y- radiation.
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It must be noted however that either of the latter two of these

three alternatives would permit an allowed ^-transition to
the 3«71 level while the spin 3 assignment would make such a

transition second forbidden. ('Spin 4 for the ground state of

ThC'* would make the |8- transition allowed in all three oases.)

§ 7.2 Intensity considerations.

The evidence available on the intensities of the Y~ radia¬

tions is rather uncertain. Martin and Hichardson deduced

upper and lower limits for the transition probabilities p

and these are given in Table X, expressed as transitions per

100 disintegrations.

Y -ti-ansition 0 L 11 P X

Energy (kev.) 277 510 582 859 2614

f min. 10 20 67 13 100

Pi
^ max. 14 29 97 19 100

TABLE X

(59 J
The E0, Bjj and F-c Y"* radiations are weak (ftlchardson
assumed 0.5/ per disintegration for the intensity of the

Y-ray) and the 1350 kev. Y-ray intensity i3 no greater than
•yf
JfV .

We will consider tie two alternative level schemes (a) and

(b) of fig.37 in tu.rn. Since both schemes are identical vriLth

regard to the first three excited levels of 2.61. 3.20 and

3.43 Mev.j we will confine our attention to the intensities of

the |3- and Y- trar;aitions which are associated with levels of
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higher energy. The highest (~4 Mev.) level is considered to

be excited only by a ft-transition of energy ~1 Mev.

According to scheme (a) the 3.43 Mev. level is de-excited

by the P and G Y-transitions and is excited by the E^

Y- transition which is known to be of very low intensity.

If the 3.43 Mev. (3+) level is also to be fed by (3- excitation,
then the spin of the ThC" ground state must be 4 and not 5

since the latter assignment would make such a p-transition
second forbidden. This decision then makes the (3-transition

to the 3«'?1 Mev. level allowed regardless of which of the three

alternative spin assignments holds and the selection rules for

the 1 Mev. allowed p- transition then confine the spin of the
two closely spaced uppermost levels to 3, 4 or 5• IT the L

Y- transition i3 correctly placed in the level scheme, then

the occurrence of a {?- transition to the 3*71 Mev. level
means that coincidence measurements between the L Y-rays (or

L conversion line electrons) and 6-particles should yield a

distribution consisting of two allowed partial spectra with

high energy end points at ~1 Mev. and 1.23 Mev. The coinci¬

dence measurements described in §4- yielded a Fermi plot which

was apparently of straight line form with high energy end

point at 1.03 Mev. with no indication of a further (5- spectrum
of higher energy, but the measurements were not extended to

high enough energies to enable the existence of a higher

energy distribution to be denied with certainty. It is

possible, however, to calculate the maximum possible intensity

of a higher energy |S- spectrum which could exist without being
deteoted.
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The straight line Fermi plot of fig.35 v>'as extrapolated to

€ - lj using tlx© least squares end poiat (6e= 3«015) aad slope

(m = -2.16) and a momentum distribution v/as constructed. The

ordinates (already normalised to a constant 3olid angle of

collection and constant momentum interval) were further norma¬

lised to a counter slit width corresponding to unit momentum

interval and the area under 2;e resulting curve was estimated.

This gave the total number of |5-particles of an allowed spec¬
trum with end point at 1.03 Llev., emitted in the solid angle of

collection of the spectrometers in coincidence with electrons

of the L internal conversion line* The solid angle was es¬

timated from geometrical considerations, with corrections to

account for Hie increase in effective solid angle produced by

skew rays and by a source of finite width, as (3.55 * 0.25)xl0 J
of 4re« It was then possible to calculate the total number of

fi- particles of the assumed (3- spectrum emitted in the com¬

plete sphere which would be expected to be in coincidence with

focused L conversion electrons.

The figure became

TS » (3.07 ± 0.09) x 105 per 10 minutes.

How the counting rate of L-liae internal conversion eleotrons

(obtained from the mean of figures from several sources) was

I » (2.96 d: 0.15) x 10-' per 10 minutes,

and comparison of these two figures gives the ratio

S . 1.04 ± 0.03

A ratio of"unify means that all coincidences between L _

conversion electrons and (3-particles are completely accounted



for tgr the assumed single allowed |8-spectrum r/hereas
indicates the probable occurrence of a further coincidence

distribution with end point energy outside the range covered
jr

by the measurements. -->1 has no obvious physical meaning.L
Tf

It is probable that •=- « 1, but if we take the lowest possible

value of 0.96 for the ratio, then we may obtain an upper limit

for the intensity of a higher energy |3- 3peetrum whose par¬
ticles are also in coincidence with electrons of the L conver¬

sion line. Let us assume that such a high energy {J- particle
distribution exists and further that its high energy end point

is at 1*28 Mev. (corresponding to the 3.71 Mev. level of

scheme (a).) The coincidence measurements were confined to

energies less than 6= 2.65 (343 kev.) and it may be deduced

that, for an allowed |S-spectrum with end point at 1.25 llev»>
14/> of the particles have energies greater than this. If the

maximum intensity of the p-particles of this undet; stable high
energy "tail" is only 0.04 per detected L electron, as deduced

above, than suoh a high energy coincidence distribution cannot

b© of greater intensity .than, or ~30,',of that of the L

conversion line.
*

be may therefore infer that coincidences exist between

L line conversion electrons and 0-particles of a 1.03 Mev.

allowed spectrum and that the intensity of the coincidence

spectrum is greater than 79y of the intensity of the L con¬

version line. Since it is reasonable to assume that there ia

no correlation between j?- excitation of a nuclear energy level
and internal conversion of a Y-ray which de-excite3 it, this
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result means that the intensity of the 1.03 Uev. transition

is greater than 7Of- of the intensity of the L Y- transition.

The maximum A- excitation of the 3«71 Mev, level is 30£ of the

L ^-transition intensity and, using the greatest value of
.

p (29/-) quoted by Martin and Richardson, this limits the

p- excitation of the levl to less than par disintegration.
How the S0 and TV, Y- radiations are very weak and are

certainly not of sufficient intensity to account completely
.

for the de-excitation of the high energy pair of levels of

fig.37 (a) if these levels are excited by a |3- transition of
intensity >70f of that of the L Y-transition. Ror i3 their

intensity sufficient to explain the total intensity of the L
,

and 3a <-transitions even if the maximum of %■ is assumed for

the (S- excitation of the 3.71 VLerr, level. It therefore appears

that scheme (a) is unable to account for the results of ax-

pariment to a degree sufficient to j)9rmit of its acceptance.

The alternative scheme (b) of fig. 37 ic mora in agree¬

ment with the known experimental fhcts. The L Y- transition

is placed so as to de-excite the 3.99 Hev. level directly, so

that the result that- the 1 f- transition is probably associated

in tisae with only a single allowed |3-transition is acceptable.
.

Further, the result of the g/L conversion line coincidence

measurement of §3.2, which is indicative of cascade emission
.

of the G and L Y- radiations, is permitted by the assumption

that the 3.71 Mev. level of scheme (a) is non-existent. The

figures given in brackets in scheme ('o) are pou£

tion intensities, in 'he ranges quoted by Martin and Richardson,
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expressed as transitions par 100 disintegrations of ThCM. The

values chosen are approximately central in the ranges allowed

and therefore do represent the result3 of experiment without

being of high accuracy. An intensity of 2f per disintegration

has been allotted to the dashed Y-transition which must be

classified, from the spins and parities of the 3.99 and 2.61 htev.

levels, as electric qua&rupole. (its energy is rather greater

than the 1.35 ± 0.02 Mev. quoted by Aliohanow and Dzelepow

but a small increase in the quoted experimental error would be

sufficient to account for the discrepancy.)

The intensities of the two allowed transitions to the

3.99 and 3.20 !!ev. levels then become 28f and 72f respectively

if it is assumed that the probability of /3- excitation of the

other levels is negligible,

§7-3 Olsoussioa.
The proposed level scheme for the nucleus of ThD is con¬

sistent with the results of the coincidence measurements in

that it includes an energy level at 3.99 Mev. in agreement with

an allowed p-transition with energy 1.03 ± 0,10 Mev.; the
L Y- transition de-exoite3 this level directly and is therefore

not associated with any (S- transition of higher energy; the
M Y-transition is associated both with the 1.03 Mev. p-transi¬
tion and with one or more than one |3-transition of higher

energy; the L and Y-transitions are in cascade and the 0
.

and L Y- transitions also follow one another. This last

decision could not be made directly because of the large ex¬

perimental error in the measured G/L coincidence rate, but the
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othar measurements have been sufficient to indicate a positive

recruit.

The existence of a ($- transition of energy 1.51 Mev. to
the 3.43 Mev. level has bean neither confirmed nor denied ex¬

perimentally. If such a transition occurs with a probability

comp '..rable with, those of the other allowed {5- transitions, then

it becomes necessary to assign spin 4 to the ground 3tate of

ThC'V* If, on the other hand, the transition does not occur,

then this indicates that the shell modal prediction of spin 5

is more in agreement with fact. It is not possible to decide

definitely between these alternatives until the results of

experiment show whether or not a partial |J- spectrum with high
energy endpoint at 1#51 Mev.can be detected, but in view of the

agreement between the Y-ray intensities it doss appear un¬

likely that such a p- spectrum will be found with appreciable
intensity. The ground state of ThC" in fig.37 (b) is there¬

fore shown as 5+» the 4+ alternative being borne in mind until

such time as further experimental work is completed.

The proposed level scheme does not include the weak So,
V: -

Bg. and Fg Y- rays. The detection by Martin, Richardson and

Hsil of a lew energy excess of particles in the (3-spectrum of
ThC" suggested the possible existence of a partial spectrum

with end point at ~ 400 kev. which would indicate a further

high energy level, or group of levels, at about 4«45 Mev. in

ThD. It is possible that the weak Y- radiations mentioned

above might resuit from de-excitation of auch levels, but the

"* This allows an assignment of spin 3 to the 3.99 Mev. level.
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experimental evidence is not sufficiently definite to warrant

their insertion in the scheme.

t \

ThDi,93l"o ; is a doubly magic nucleus with closed shells
of both protons (Z = 02) and neutrons (h - 126). The experi¬

mental conclusions on the multipole character of the Y- radia¬

tions indicate that the first wad second excited states have

spin and parity 2+ and 4+ respectively, a result which is iden¬

tical with the assignments for many other even-even nuclei.

(The other doubly magic nuoleus ^o'6 , whose first and second
excited levels have 3pin and parity CH- and 3- respectively,

does not conform with these rules.) The spins and parities

of the higher levels are all in agreement with Soliarff*-

Ooldhaber! e'1; empirical rule that the n exoited level of an
.

even-even nucleus has spin ^ 2a.
.

The level scheme which is proposed is consistent with the

known energies, multipole orders and intensities of the

Y- radiat '.ons and permits two allowed p-transitions whose
energies have been measured. Before the level scheme can be

considered as definite, however, further experimental work ia

required, and a careful examination of the 0- spectrum of ThC"

would assist greatly towards this end. It is hoped that after

modification of the double spectrometer detector assembly the

technique outlined in § 5 will be employed for such a measure¬

ment and that the energies and intensities of the partial

0- spectra found will help to confirm the conclusions which
-i

have been drawn. Identification of other partial ft- spectra

should also assist the making of a definite decision about the



spin of the ground state of ThC", a decision which will provide

further information about the ability of the shell model to

deal with heavy nuclei.
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